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In some asphaltic concrete mixes asphalt absorption 
in field mixes is difficult to predict by the routine mix 
design tests presently being used. Latent or slow absorption 
in hot mixes is hard to compensate for in field control due 
to aggregate gradations being near maximum density. If 
critical asphalt need could be changed by increasing voids 
in the mineral aggregate so that more freedom could be 
exercised in compensating for the absorption, this may aid 
in design. 
The voids in the mineral aggregate can be related to 
composite gradation of total aggregate in a mixture, i.e. 
if a composite gradation of aggregate is finer than that of 
maximum density curve, the V.M.A. will be greater than that 
of a mix of maximum density. 
The typical gradation of Iowa Type 'A' mixes is finer 
than a gradation which is near the centerline of the specifi-
cation at sieves larger than the No. 30 and coarser at the 
lower sieve sizes. The mixes of the typical gradation will 
have higher V.M.A. than those of the near centerline mixes. 
By studying properties of the mixes of the typical gradation 
and comparing them with those of the mixes of maximum density, 
it may aid in the modification and simplification of our 
present testing methods and specification requirements while 
still maintaining control of quality of the mix by controlling 





















2. 0 PURPOSE 
The overall objectives of the study are: 
2.1 To study our present method for determining the 
asphalt absorption. 
2.2 To correlate per cent air voids calculated from 
Mea~ured Bulk Specific Gravity of aggregate 
with those obtained from undisturbed specimens 
by high pressure air meter. 
2.3 To compare per cent air voids calculated from 
Measured Bulk Specific Gravity with those calcu-
lated from Calculated Bulk Specific Gravity. 
2.4 To correlate per cent air voids obtained from 
undisturbed specimens with those obtained from 
disturbed (Hveem) specimens by high pressure air 
meter. 
2.5 To correlate per cent air voids calculated from 
Measured Bulk Specific Gravity of aggregate with 
those obtained from disturbed (Hveem) specimens 
by high pressure air meter. 
~2.6 To correlate Solid Specific Gravity of a mixture 
calculated from the Iowa State Highway Commission's 
Effective Specific Gravity of aggregate with those 
obtained from undisturbed specimens by high pres-
sure air meter. 
2.7 To correlate Solid Specific Gravity of mixtures 
obtained from undisturbed specimens with those 
obtained from disturbed (Hveem) specimens by high 






















2.8 To correlate Solid Specific Gravity of mixtures 
calculated from Measured Bulk Specific Gravity 
of aggregate with those obtained from disturbed 







To study some aggregate gradation parameters. 
To study the effect of gradation of total aggre-
gate in a mixture to Hveem and Marshall Stability. 
To compare Hveem with Marshall Stability. 
To compare properties of 3/4 inch mixes with 
those of 3/8 inch mixes. 
To compare properties of a mix of 50 blow Marshall 
Compaction with those of a mix of 75 blow Marshall 
Compaction. 
To evaluate test results related to our present 
specification and to possibly recommend a modifi-
cation of the specification. 
MATERIALS 
3.1 Five sources of crushed limestone were used in 
this study. Their sources and detailed descrip-
tion are shown in Table 1. Results of their 
Specific Gravity tests are shown in Table 3. 
3.2 For the sand portion of the aggregate in the mixes, 
a single source of sand for all aggregate mixes was 
chosen to eliminate the effect of absorption change 
in the sand. The sand at West Des Moines {Concrete 
Material Company's plant) was selected for the 






















shown in Table 3. 
3.3 85 - 100 Pen. asphalt (AB7-110) was used for 
all mixes in this study. 
LABORATORY PROCEDURE 
4.1 Preparations of aggregates for mixes 
The coarse aggregates were separated in the 
laboratory on all sieves from top size down to 
the number 8 sieve and each size was treated as 
individual portions for the design of composite 
gradation. All particles of the aggregates 
passing the number 8 sieve were treated as fine 
particles for design. 
4.2 Design of per cent composition of the individual 
aggregates in mixes 
The approximate centerline of the specifications 
was used as an ideal gradation. Each mix size 
was controlled to the ideal gradation down to and 
including the No. 4 sieve. (See Figures 1 to 10). 
Three designs based on per cent of individual 
portions of aggregates were made and their com-
posite gradations were as follows: 
4.2.1 Gradation 1. At the No. 8 and No. 16 sieves the 
curve was approximately 5 per cent higher than the 
ideal gradation or apparent middle 50 per cent of 
the specification limit. At sieve No's 50, 100 
and 200 the curve was 6 per cent lower than that 





















4.2.2 Gradation 2. The same as Gradation 1 except that 
the curve was only approximately 3 per cent lower 
than the middle 50 per cent curve at Sieve No's 50, 
100 and 200. 
4.2.3 Gradation 3. The gradation will approximately 
follow that of the middle 50 per cent of the 
specification limit. The gradations of the mixes 
of each stone are shown in Fig. 1 to Fig. 10, and 
the per cent composition for each gradation and 
stone is also shown in Table 2. 
The final appropriate compositions of the 
individual aggregates in the mix shown in Table 2, 
were obtained by trial and error. 
4.3 Testing 
Nine specimens were made at each asphalt content. 
The specimens molded were 4" diameter by 2-1/2" 
high and compacted at 280 + 5°F. One standard pro-
cedure of compaction was followed throughout the 
entire series, i.e. 50 Blow Marshall compaction 
except that 75 blow Marshall compaction was also 
used for the mixes of Cooney stone for comparative 
purposes. Three specimens were tested using the 
Hveem stabilometer. Three were tested by the 
Marshall Stability method. Specimens for the 
stability tests were kept at 140°F in a water bath 
for a predetermined uniform length of time, which 
was one-half hour as standard for the Marshall 





















Three specimens were tested in the high pressure 
air meter for air content and Solid Specific 
Gravity. The Hveem specimens were again tested 
in the high pressure air meter after the stability 
test. All nine specimens had been tested for 
their density prior to any testing treatment. 
The asphalt contents used on each mix was of a 
wide enough range to give low V.M.A. filled with 
asphalt to a very high V.M.A. filled with asphalt 
and corresponding low voids in the total mix. 
This was in one per cent increments with possibly 
1/2 per cent change introduced at a critical point 
that had to be determined during the progress of 
the project. 
The results of the tests for the study are shown 
in Tables 4 to 15 and Fig. 11 to Fig. 22. 
5.0 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
5.1 Asphalt Absorption 
There are many test procedures for the deter-
mination of asphalt absorption of a compacted paving 
mixture, i.e., Absorption by Rice's Method, Absorp-
tion determined by Bulk - Impregnated Specific 
Gravity, Absorption by the Immersion Method, Absorp-
tion by Cross-Sectional Area Measurement etc., but 
no standard test or reliable method is currently 
available~ In order to find the value of asphalt 





















has to be found. The Effective Specific Gravity value 
obtained from various tests do not agree. Thus, the 
Iowa State Highway Commission has developed a method 
of calculation for the Effective Specific Gravity 
based on the assumption that the Effective Specific 
Gravity is to be the average between Bulk and 
Apparent Specific Gravity of the aggregate. 
The equation for the determination of asphalt 
absorption is: 
.M.ac = ( 1 
GD 
Where 
L ) . tac. 100 Gv (1) 
Alac = asphalt absorbed in pounds per 
100 pounds of dry aggregate 
Gb = Bulk Specific Gravity of aggregate 
Gv = Effective Specific Gravity of aggregate 
= 1/2 {Ga + Gb) for I.S.H.C's 
Ga = Apparent Specific Gravity of aggregate 
Xac = Specific Gravity of asphalt 
The proof is shown in Appendix A. 
The Effective Specific Gravity is also used for the 
determination of Maximum Theoretical Specific Gravity of 
paving mixtur€s, the equation is: 







Pag = Per cent by weight of aggregate in the 
compacted paving misture 























The method of determination of the Effective Specific 
Gravity of aggregate by I.S.H.C. implies that approximately 
fifty per cent of water permeable voids are filled with 
asphalt (See Appendix B). This is very good working 
average for the determination of asphalt absorption in a 
compacted paving mixture especially for mixtures containing 
limestone since it can be proven from the results of this 
study that the percentage of air voids calculated from the 
Bulk Specific Gravity of aggregate with allowance for 
asphalt absorption which i~ calculated by using I.S.H.C's 
Effective Specific Gravity is very close to those measured 
by the high pressure air meter. This will be discussed later 
in Section 5.2. The air voids measured by the high pressure 
air meter are correct. This is because all stones used in 
this study are relatively low absorptive stones and no large 
error is involved even though the air voids correction for 
the stones are ignored (The air voids correction was neg-





















5.2 Correlation between air voids calculated from Measured 
Bulk Specific Gravity of aggregate and air voids determined 
by high pressure air meter. 
Where 
The correlation is shown in Fig. 5.2 
The estimating equation is: 
y = 0.413 + 0.977 x 
y = Air Voids calculated from Measured Bulk 
Specific Gravity with allowance for 
asphalt absorption 
(3) 
x = Air Voids measured by high pressure air meter 
With correlation coefficient = 0.987 
Standard error of estimate = 0.52 
Coefficient of determination= 0.974 
The correlation coefficient of 0.987 indicates that there 
is a good correlation between these two variables. The slope 
of the estimating line is very close to that of the line of 
equality (1.000), while the value of y - intercept is only 0.413. 
The standard error of estimate (0.52) indicates that we can 
expect about 68 per cent of the actual values to be within +0.52 
and about 95 per cent to be within +l.04. From these statistical 
points of view, the conclusion can be drawn that the air voids 
calculated from the Measured Bulk Specific Gravity of aggregate 
with an allowance for asphalt absorption can be used instead of 
the value of air voids measured by the high pressure air meter 
with the precaution that: 
1. For 3/4 inch mixes, the calculated air voids have 
to be more than 4.3%. From the Figure 5.2, if calculated 
air voids are equal to 4.3%, air voids by the air meter will 
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that the air voids in the compacted paving mixture will not be 
lower than 3.0% which will not cause flushing or bleeding of the 
pavement. 
2. For 3/8 inch mixes, if minimum per cent air voids re-
quired are 4, as recommended by this report in Section 5.15, the 
calculated air voids have to be more than 5.3% due to the same 
reason as given in 1. 
Air voids calculated from Bulk Specific Gravity of the aggre-
gate with an allowance for asphalt absorption are closely re-
lated to the .actual performance of the paving mixture under 
traffic conditions. This figure is also very close to that 
calculated from the Effective Specific Gravity which is the 
one currently in use. 
In order to compare the methods of calculation on air voids 
of a compacted paving mixture by using the Bulk and Effective 
Gravities of aggregate, an equation of each method has to be 
found. 






Calculation Based On 
Properties of Mixture Bulk Sp.Gr. {Gb) Effective Sp.Gr. 
Volume occupied 
by aggregate 
Volume of asphalt 
in mixture 
Volume absorbed 


















5. Void in mineral 
aggregate (V.M.A.) 
100 _ Pag. Gm 
Gb 
100 - Pag. Gm 
Gv 
6. Per cent Air Voids 
(V.M.A. - Eff. Vol. 
asphalt) 
100 _ Pag. Gm _ Pac. Gm. 
Gb ~ac. 
+ Mac. Pag. Gm/100 
100 _ Pag. Gm 
Gv 





















Difference of Air Voids = Air Voids by Effective Sp.Gr. - Air 




Gm ( 1/Gb - t/Gv) - A.,{,ac · Pac.Gm/ 100 
Gm ( t/Gb - l/Gv - .,l.lac/ 100) 
Gm ( ( l/ G b - I I G v) - ( I I G b - I I G v) . 0 a c J 
Gm [ ( 1 - '(( ac) C 1 / G b - 1 I G v) ] < 4) = Pag. 
This value approaches zero, since tac.'= 1, thus per cent air 
voids calculated from Bulk Specific Gravity is close to that 
calculated from the Effective Specific Gravity. 
Furthermore, the air voids calculated from Apparent Specific 
Gravity are also compared to those calculated from the Bulk and 
the Effective Specific Gravity. The results are shown in Table 
5.2. 
TABLE 5.2 Comparison of the void properties of a compacted 
paving mixture by using various types of Specific Gravity of 
aggregate. 
Bulk Sp. Gr. of compacted mixture = 2.36 
Asphalt Content = 5 lbs. per 100 lbs.of mixture 
Asphalt Absorption = 0.5 lbs. per 100 lbs.of 
aggregate 
Asphalt Sp. Gr. = 1.02 
Allowance 
Method for for % Voids 
Calculation Asphalt % V.M.A. Filled with % Air 
Based On Absorption Asphalt Voids 
Apparent 
Sp. Gr. 2.72 No 17.6 65.9 6.0 
Bulk 
Sp. Gr. 2.64 No 15.1 76.8 3.6 
Bulk 
Sp. Gr. 2.64 Yes 15.1 69.5 4.6 
Effective Sp. Gr. 





















From Table 5.2, neither the per cent air voids calculated 
from Bulk nor Apparent Specific Gravity without allowance of 
asphalt absorption are close to those calculated from Bulk Specific 
Gravity with allowance for asphalt absorption or Effective Specific 
Gravity of aggregate. The voids calculated from Apparent Specific 
Gravity include the volume of the air pockets between coated aggre-
gate particles plus the voids of water permeable pore space within 
the aggregate particles which is not filled with asphalt(Vol. of 
air pocket + Vol. of water permeable pore space - Vol. of asphalt 
absorbed). This is not true since the air voids should be only 
the volume of the air pockets. The air voids calculated from the 
Bulk Specific Gravity without allowance for asphalt absorption is 
also in error, since some amount of asphalt has been absorbed into 
the aggregate particles and this value cannot be neglected, especi-
ally for mixes using highly absorptive stones. The value is equal 
to the actual per cent of voids in mineral aggregate subtracted 
from the total per cent volume of asphalt in the mixture (without 
correction for asphalt absorption), thus the value of the air voids 
calculated by this method is less than the actual one. Hence, 
either air voids calculated from Measured Bulk Specific Gravity 
with allowance of asphalt absorption or Effective Specific Gravity 
can be used and related to the pavement performance. 
5.3 Correlation between calculated air voids from Calculated 
Bulk Specific Gravity and Measured Bulk Specific Gravity of 
Aggregate. 
F: 
From Fig. 5.3.1, the correlation between Measured (I.S.H.C's) 






















y = 0.461 x + 1.428 
or Gcb = 0.461 Gmb + 1.428 (5) 
where x, or Gmb = Measured Bulk Specific Gravity of 
aggregates. (See Appendix C) 
Y, or Gcb = Calculated Bulk Specific Gravity of 
aggregate. 
From the figure, it can be seen that Gmb is higher than Gcb 
when Gmb is more than approximately 2.65 and vice versa. It is 
obvious that the measured one is more effective than the calcu-
lated one since the air voids calculated from the Measured Bulk 
Specific Gravity is close to that measured by the high pressure 
air meter. This can be proved as follows: 
From Section 5.2, the air voids calculated from Bulk Specific 
Gravity of Aggregate can be obtained by the equation: 
Air Voids (%) = 100 - Fag.Gm - Pac.Gm +..Uac.Pag.Gm 
Gb ~ac. 100 
"Where Gb = Bulk Specific Gravity of Aggregate. 
By using the correlated equation (5), the difference 
between air voids calculated from measured and calculated Bulk 
Specific Gravity of aggregate is: 
% Voids calculated from measured Bulk Sp. Gr. (Vv)Gmb - % 
voids calculated from calculated Bulk Sp. Gr. (Vv)Gmb 
Fag.Gm - Fag.Gm 
= Gcb Gmb 
= Pag.Gm.[0~461 Gmb + 1.428 G!b] 
[
Gmb- 0.461 Gmb - 1.428 ] 
=Fag.Gm Gmb (0.461 Gmb + 1.428) 
f(0.539 Gmb - 1.428) J 
=Fag.Gm LGmb (0.461 Gmb + 1.428) 





















TABLE 5.3 K Value at Various Grob: 
Grob 
2.50 -124.78 
2.55 - 80.58 
2.60 - 38.95 
2.65 + 0.57 
2.70 + 37.83 
2.75 + 73.25 
The value of K at various values of Grob is also shown in 
Figure 5.3.2. 
From the relationship (Vv)Grob - (Vv)Gcb = Pag. Gm. K; and 
Table 5.3. The air voids calculated from Calculated Bulk 
Specific Gravity when Measured Bulk Sp. Gr. is more than approx-
imately 2.65 and vice versa. 
The air voids calculated from Measured Bulk Specific 
Gravity can be well correlated to that measured by the high 
pressure air meter as shown in Fig. 5.2, with the estimating 
equation: 
y = 0.413+0.977 x (7) 
Where y =Air Voids calculated from Measured Bulk Sp.Gr. 
x = Air voids measured by the high 1 
pressure air meter 
so that the air voids calculated from Calculated Bulk Specific 
Gravity will be less than that measured by the high pressure 
air meter significantly at a high value of Measured Bulk Speci-
fic Gravity of aggregate, and vice versa. For example, assume: 
- 17 -
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I FIGURE.5.3.~ RELATIONSHIP 6ETWE.EN CORRECTION FACTOR ANr> 
I 
MEASURE.D BULK SPEC/FIG GRAVIT'( ( {. s. H.c. '"s; 

























Measured Bulk Specific Gravity 
Air Voids calculated from measured Bulk Specific 
Gravity with allowance for asphalt absorption 
Per cent aggregate in the mixture 





From the equation: (Vv)G b = (Vv) - Pag. Gmk; 
c Gmb 
the value of (Vv)cb can be found by substituting the 
value of (Vv)Gmb, Pag., Gm, and k• 
' -4 (Vv) = 5.0 - 95x2.4x37.83xl0 
Gcb 
= 5.0 - 0.9 
= 4.1 
On comparing the air voids calculated from Measured Bulk 
Specific Gravity and Calculated Bulk Specific Gravity, the air 
voids calculated from Measured Bulk Specific Gravity is closer 
to that measured by the high pressure air meter than the calcu-
lated one. Further study is needed for the correlation between 
Measured_Bulk Specific Gravity and Calculated Bulk Specific 
Gravity for the reason of obtaining more experimental data to 





5.4 Correlation between air voids obtained from undisturbed 
and disturbed (Hveem) Specimens by high pressure air meter. 
The correlation is shown in Fig. 5.4. Per cent air voids 
from disturbed specimens are lower than those from undisturbed 
specimens. This is because during the Hveem stability test, 
vertical pressure was applied to the specimen and caused a new 
arrangement of the aggregate particles within the specimen. From 
calculated correlation, it is obvious that the higher the void con-
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undisturbed and disturbed specimens. 
The statistical interpretation can be made the same way as 
given in 5.2. The correlation might be useful in case that Hveem 
stability and air voids by the high pressure air meter are re-
quested. Normally 2 sets of specimens have to be prepared, one 
for the Hveem stability test and the other for the high pressure 
air meter test. By using the correlation, only one set of speci-
mens will need to be prepared. 
5.5 Correlation between air voids calculated from Measured 
Bulk_§£ecific Gravity of agg_~egate and those obtained from dis-
turbed 1~~~em)_sEecimens by high pressure air meter. 
The correlation is shown in Fig. 5.5. 
The interpretation of the results can be made almost the 
same as given in 5.4 . 
In order to check the correlation in Fig. 5.5, the esti-
mating equation of Fig. 5.3 is substituted in that of Fig. 5.4, 
that is: 
Vv(Cal.) = 0.977 Vv. (HM - und.) + 0.413 (8) 
Vv (HM - Dist.) = 0.881 Vv (HM - und. ) - 0.160 (9) 
Substituting the value of Vv {HM - und.) in (8) 
Where 
Vv{Cal.) = 0.977 Vv Vv(HM - Dist.) + 0.160 + 0.413 
0.881 
Vv(Cal.) = 1.108967 Vv(HM 
= 1.108967 Vv(HM 
Dist.) + 0.1774347 + 0.413 
Dist.) + 0. 590434 7 
Vv(HM - Dist.) = 0.902 Vv(Cal.) - 0.532 (10) 
Ca.l. = Calculated, HM = High pressure air meter 
Und. = Undisturbed specimen, Dist. = Disturbed specimen. 
This equation is slightly different to that obtained in Fig.5.5 
due to the rounding error from equations (8) and (9). It is 
obvious that the one that is directly correlated (Fig. 5.5) 
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5.6 Correlation between Maximum Theoretical Specific Gravity 
of compacted mixtures measured by high pressure air meter 
with those calculated from the I.S.H.C's Effective Specific 
Gravity of aggregate. 
The Maximum Theoretical Specific Gravity of a compacted 
mixture can be determined by the equation shown in Section 
5.1, i.e. 






The equation (11) can be written also in terms of total 
weight of the mix, aggregate and asphalt, i.e. 







Where Wrnm - Weight of total mix (Aggregate+ Asphalt). 
Wag = Weight of aggregate in the mix. 
Wac = Weight of asphalt in the mix. 
The Effective Specific Gravity of the aggregate (Gv) 
can be determined by the experiments which have been listed 
in Section 5.1 or the I.S.H.C's method of calculation and 
substituted in equation (11) or (12) in order to obtain the 
Maximum Theoretical -Specific Gravity of the mix. 
A direct way for the determination of the Maximum 
Theoretical Specific Gravity is by the high pressure air 
meter. The amount of the air voids measured by the air 
meter is subtracted from the bulk volume of the mix and the 
value obtained is the solid volume of the mix. In other 
words, the value of (Wag + Wac) which is the solid volume 
Gv tac 
of the mix can be found directly from the air meter test 
and the Maximum Theoretical Specific Gravity may be obtained 
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The Maximum Theoretical Specific Gravity of the mixes 
made in this study by the high pressure air meter is corre-
lated with those calculated from the I.S.H.C's Effective 
Specific Gravity of aggregate. The results are shown in 
Fig. 5.6. 
According to the statistical point of view, the corre-
lation is very good and implies that the I.S.H.C's method 
of calculation is acceptable for the mixes using the rela-
tively low absorptive stones used in this study. This is 
another way to prove that the I.S.H.C's Effective Specific 
Gravity of aggregate is a very good working average. 
Correlation between Maximum Theoretical Specific Gravity 
of compacted mixtures obtained from undisturbed specimens 
with those obtained from disturbed (Hveem) specimens by 
high pressure air meter. 
Actually the amount of the bulk volume and the air 
voids of the disturbed specimens are less than those of the 
undisturbed specimens due to the difference of the arrange-
ment of the aggregate particles in the mixes while their 
weight is still the same. The Bulk Specific Gravity of the 
undisturbed specimen is then lower than that of the dis-
turbed specimen. 
Theoretically, if the air voids obtained from the dis-
turbed specimen is subtracted from its actual volume in 
order to obtain its actual solid volume, the Maximum Theo-
retical Specific Gravity computed from the actual solid 
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specimen. In this study, the actual volume of the disturbed 
specimens were not determined and assumed to be the same as 
that of the undisturbed specimens. The Maximum Theoretical 
Specific Gravities obtained from the disturbed specimens 
are then lower than those obtained from the undisturbed 
specimens and cannot be used to represent the property of 
the mix. However, the correlation is still valid as one can 
predict the Maximum Theoretical Specific Gravity of an un-
disturbed specimen when the Maximum Theoretical Specific 
Gravity of a disturbed specimen (computed by ignoring volume 
changed) is known. 
The results of the correlation is shown in Fig. 5.7, 
and the statistical interpretation can be made in the same 
way as given in the previous sections. 
5.8 Correlation between Maximum Theoretical Specific Gravity 
obtained from disturbed specimens by high pressure air meter 
with those calculated from the I.S.H.C's Effective Specific 
Gravity of aggregate. 
The correlation is shown in Fig. 5.8. The statistical 
interpretation can be made in the same way as given in 
Section 5.5. 
5.9 Comparison of Composite Gradation 
There are many ways to analyze or described gradation 
differences. The different methods devised to try to convey 
functions concerning gradation effects vary with the authors 
purpose or use of such aggregates. 
For this study of asphaltic concrete surface mixes the 
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analysis. They are Hudson (A), Relative Surface Area, 
Uniformity Coefficient, Fineness Modulus. 
Hudson (A) - The term for a factor which expresses 
the relative coarseness of an aggre-
gate gradation in a single number. It 
is found by summing the percentages 
passing the 1-1/2 in., 3/4 in., 3/8 in., 
No. 4, No. 8, No. 30, No. 50, No. 100, 
and No. 200 sieves and dividing by 100. 
Relative Surface Area - .It is a value in terms of 
square feet of surface area per pound 
of an aggregate. It is found by summing 
the product of the percentages passing 
and the appropriate surface area - factors. 
Uniformity Coefficient - It is a ratio of the particle 
diameter at the 60 per cent finer point 
to that at the 10 per cent finer point 
on the gradation curve. 
Fineness Modulus (FM) - It is an empirical factor 
obtained by adding the total percentages 
of a sample of the aggregate retained on 
each of the No. 100, No. 50, No. 30, 
No. 16, No. 8, No. 4, 3/8 in., 3/4 in., 
1-1/2 in., and larger increasing in the 
ratio of 2 to 1 and dividing by 100. 
The gradation factors are shown in Table 5.9.1. It is 
felt that the relative surface area is more sensitive to 
the variation in the aggregate gradation through this re-




TABLE 5.9.1 RESULTS OF THE AGGREGATE PARAMETERS STUDY 
I 
I Rel. Surf .Area Unif. Coe ff. Fineness Stone Grada- Hudson (A) Sq.ft./lbs. (approx.) Modulus 
ti on 
I 3/4" 3/8" 3/4" 3/8" 3/4" 3/8" 3/4" 3/8" Mix Mix Mix Mix Mix Mix Mix Mix 
I Cooney 1 4.746 5.595 25.8 37.8 23 18 5.254 4.405 
2 4.750 5.661 30.6 42.4 28 27 5.250 4.339 
I 3 4.765 5.704 38.5 47.9 58 37 5.235 4. 296 
I Ft. Dodge 1 4.713 5.753 24.1 39.2 24 14 5.287 4.247 2 4.712 5.810 27.7 46.8 30 31 5.288 4.190 3 4.671 5.811 32.5 52.7 36 45 5.329 4.189 
I Douds 1 4. 692 5.741 26.6 37.0 26 11 5.308 4.259 
2 4. 692 5.844 30.3 45.8 30 23 5.308 4.156 
I 3 4.693 5.814 35.9 51.6 53 46 5.307 4.186 
I Schildberg 1 4.606 5.810 23.6 38.5 18 10 5.394 4.190 2 4.656 5.805 29.2 44.7 26 21 5.344 4.195 3 4.588 5.944 32.7 49.7 33 43 5 .412 4.056 
I Clarke 1 4.728 5.648 27.0 34.3 28 11 5.272 4.352 
2 4. 794 5.713 32.1 41.1 30 17 5.206 4.287 
I 3 4.643 5.669 34.7 46.4 37 32 5.357 4.331 
I S* 4.675 5.755 36.1 51.1 59 48 5.325 4.245 
I 



























TABLE 5.9.2 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MARSHALL STABILITY AND 
RELATIVE SURFACE-AREA OF AGGREGATE 
3/4 inch Mix 3/8 inch Mix 
Stone Grada- Marshall Sta. Marshall Sta. 
tion Rel.Surf .Area in 100 lbs. @ Rel.Surf .Area in 100 lbs.@ 
Sq. ft./lbs. 5% A.C. Sq. ft./lbs. 6% A.C. 
Cooney 1 25.8 12.5 37.8 17.5 
2 30.6 2.0. 0 42.4 20.5 
3 38.5 23.0 47.9 23.0 
Ft. Dodge 1 24.1 11.0 39.2 11.0 
2 27.7 17.5 46.8 19.0 
3 32.5 23.5 52.7 21.0 
Douds 1 26.6 11.5 37.0 11.0 
2 30.3 15.5 45.8 19.0 
3 35.9 22.0 51.6 21.0 
Schildberg 1 23.6 8.5 38.5 7.5 
2 29. 2 14.0 44.7 13.5 
3 32.7 19.0 49. 7 18.5 
Clark 1 27.0 10.5 34.3 9.6 
2 32.1 17.0 41.l 16.0 






















The value of the Uniformity Coefficient is approximate. 
This is because exact diameters of the particle at the 60 
per cent finer point and the 10 per cent finer point can 
not be found from the gradation curve, then the coefficient 
is inadequately precise. 
The relationships between the relative surface area of 
aggregate and the Marshall Stability of the mixes made in 
this study have been investigated as shown in Table 5.9.2 
and Fig. 5.9.2. The average rate of increase of the Marshall 
Stability is approximately 100 lbs. per unit of increase of 
the surface area (lbs. per Sq. ft./lbs.) for both 3/4 and 
3/8 inch mix based on 5 and 6 per cent asphalt respectively. 
No relationship can be found between the relative 
surface area of aggregate and the Hveem Stability of the 
mix. The Hveem Stability is neither sensitive to the con-
tents of sand and fine fraction of stone (-No. 8) which 
varied in the mixes of gradation 1, 2 and 3. This will be 
discussed later in 5.10. 
It is obvious that the relative surface area is suf-
ficiently sensitive to be an indicator to reflect the varia-
tion in aggregate gradation for this study. 
Effect of gradation to Hveem Stability)} 
b 
Now the relationship between voids in mineral aggre-
gate (V.M.A.) and aggregate gradation will be considered. 
The aggregates incorporated in mixes of low V.M.A. have a 
better gradation than those of high V.M.A. when their maximum 
size is the same. Three gradations have been investigated 
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available data, the general discussion can be made as 
follows: 
5.10.l The mix of Gradation 3 which is apparently 
nearest the ideal centerline of specification should give 
the best stability. This is because the mixes of Grada-
tion 3 have less V.M.A. than the mixes of Gradations 1 and 
2. But the results indicate that the above statement is 
not always true. For some of them give lower stability 
than those mixes of Gradations 1 and 2. The comparison is 
shown in Fig. 11 to Fig. 22. It appears that the Hveem 
stability is neither sensitive to the decrease of sand 
content nor the increase of fine fraction of stone (-No. 8). 
5.10.2 The mix of Gradation 3 is slightly more sensi-
tive in terms of Hveem stability when the asphalt content 
is varied from low to high. 
5.10.3 It is quite difficult to give any disposition 
as to which stone is the best as far as the Hveem stability 
is concerned since the stability of mixes of the various 
stone studied fall within approximately the same range. 
For example at 5.0 and 5.5 per cent asphalt content, the 
average of the Hveem Stability for all mixes approximates 
50 and 35 as shown in Figs. 11, 15, 17, 19, 21 and Figs. 
16, 18, 20, -22 for 3/4 and 3/8 inch mixes respectively. 
This is because of no large difference in the properties 
of the stones used in this study. The table of Physical 
and Chemical properties of the stones are shown in Table 1. 
5.11 Effect of gradation on Marshall Stability. 
5.11.1 The mix of Gradation 3 gives the best stability 
consistently when compared to those of Gradations 1 and 2, 





















TABLE 5.11 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PER CENT V .M.A. AND MARSHALL STABILITY 
3/4" Mix '@ 5% As,Ehalt 3/8" Mix @ 6% Asphalt 
Stone Test Gradation Gradation 
Properties 
1 2 3 1 2 3 
Cooney ·v.M.A. 17.3 16.1 15.1 16.7 15.8 15.9 
*Stability 12.5 20.0 23.0 17.5 20.5 23.0 
Ft. Dodge V.M.A. 16.7 15.4 13.4 19.l 16.5 16.0 
*Stability 11.0 17.5 23.5 11.0 19.0 21.0 
Douds V.M.A. 17.8 16.9 16.0 20.5 18.6 18.2 
*Stability 11.5 15.5 22.0 10.0 19.0 24.0 
Schildberg V.M.A. 19.4 18.5 18.4 22.9 22.4 2L7 
*Stability 8.5 14.0 19.b 7.5 13.5 18.5 
Clark V.M.A. 17.8 16.0 15.7 20.8 18.8 18.l 
*Stability 10.5 17.0 22.3 9.6 16.0 21.5 
* Marshall Stability in 100 lbs. 
I 
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20, 22 for 3/4 inch mixes and 3/8 inch mixes respectively. 
The mixes containing a high per cent V.M.A. always has 
less Marshall Stability. Relationship of per cent V.M.A. 
and Marshall Stability are shown in Fig. 5.11 for both 
3/4 and 3/8 inch mixes. 
From Fig. 5.11, the average rate of increase is 450 
and 465 lbs./per cent of decrease of V.M.A. based on 5 and 
6 per cent asphalt content for 3/4 and 3/8 inch mixes re-
spectively. The general conclusion can be drawn that per 
cent V.M.A. which is related to the gradations of total 
aggregates, affects the Marshall Stability significantly. 
5.11.2 Marshall Stability of the mix of Gradation 3 is 
more sensitive than that of the mix of Gradations 1 an~ 2, 
while the rate of flow change per per cent asphalt change 
is apparently the same for all mixes. 
Comparison between Hveem and Marshall Stability. 
5.12.1 No direct correlation can be made between the 
two tests. 
5.12.2 Increasing the V.M.A. caused by increasing the 
per cent of aggregate passing the No~8, 16 and 30 sieves 
while decreasing the per cent of aggregate passing the No:s 
50, 100 and 200 sieves affect Marshall Stability signifi-
cantly but notHveem Stability. 
5.12.3 The higher density of the mix gives higher 
Marshall stability consistently but is not consistent for 
Hveem stability. 
5.12.4 The flow in the Marshall test of the mix of 





















Gradations 1 & 2, while the number of displacement turns in 
the Hveem test of the mix of Gradations 1, 2 and 3 is 
apparently the same. 
5.13 Comparison between 3/4 and 3/8 inch mixes. 
5.13.1 There is no large difference between 3/4 and 3/8 
inch mixes as far as the stability is concerned. 
5.13.2 Per cent V.M.A. in 3/8 inch mixes are higher 
than those in 3/4 inch mixes. They are also higher in air 
void contents. 
5.14 Comparison between 50 and 75 blow Marshall compaction. 
5.14.1 A fifty per cent increase in compactive effort 
causes an increase of approximately one per cent in the 
unit weight of specimens for the 3/4 inch mixes with no 
significant increase indicated for the 3/8 inch mixes, as 
shown in Figs.11, 12, 13 and 14. 
5.14.2 At the same asphalt content, approximately half 
a per cent decrease of air voids and V.M.A. was noticed 
when the compaction was increased from 50 blows to 75 blows 
for the 3/4 inch mixes, while approximately a one per cent 
decrease of air voids and two per cent decrease in V.M.A. 
for the 3/8 inch mixes as shown in Figs.11, 12, 13 and 14. 
5.14.3 For the 3/4 inch mixes, the Marshall stability 
increased approximately 30 per cent from the mixes of 50 
blows to those of 75 blows, when they are determined at 
5 per cent asphalt content. For 3/8 inch mixes, the Marshall 
stability increased approximately 20 per cent for the mixes 
of Gradations 1 and 2 while only approximate 6 per cent for 
the mixes of Gradation 3, when they are determined at 5.5 





















5.14.4 No significant change in Hveem stability of 50 
and 75 blow mixes was indicated for either the 3/4 or the 
3/8 inch mixes. 
5.15 The evaluation of the test results concerning our present 
specification. · 
All data has been evaluated based on the assumption 
that for all the mixes, at least 4.5 per cent asphalt 
content is necessary to insure that the pavement will not 
crack due to an insufficient asphalt content. The air 
voids in the mixes should be more than 3 per cent in order 
to insure that flushing or bleeding will not occur when 
the pavement is used by normal traffic. Besides those 
assumptions, all mixes must have the Hveem horizontal pres-
sure less than 60 p.s.i. at 400 p.s.i. vertical pressure. 
Evaluation is shown in Table 5.15.2 for 3/4 inch mixes 
and Table 5.15.3 for 3/8 inch mixes. 
TABLE 5.15.l I.S.H.C's Design Criteria 
Size of Mix 
Properties of Mix 3/4 inch 3/8 inch 
Air Voids 4-10 5-12 
Hveem Hor. P.S.I. 
@ 400 Vert. P.S.I. Less than 60 Less than 60 
Basic Asphalt Content 5.25 6.25 
5.15.1 Basic per cent asphalt content. 
The per cent asphalt content selected for the mixes of 
each gradation and stones are compared as shown in Fig. 5.15, 
for both 3/4 and 3/8 inch mixes. From the figures, it can 
be seen that 5.0 and 5.5 per cent asphalt are good averages 
-------------------
TABLE 5.15.2 EVALUATION OF 3/4 INCH MIXES 
% % A.C. @ Marshall Stability 
Stone Grada- Min. Voids Range of %A.C. % Voids Corresponding to 
ti on V.M.A. @ Hveem Selected Corresponding to Range of % A.C. 
No. 4.5 Hor. % Range of %A.C. (lbs.) 
% P.S.I.Voids 
A.C. = 60 = 3.0 
Cooney 1 16.6 8.3 6.3 6.3 4.5 - 6.3 8.3 - 3.0 1250 - 1230 
2 16.0 6.6 5.8 5.8 4.5 - 5.8 6.6 - 3.0 2020 - 1850 
3 15.1 5.4 5.6 5.5 4.5 - 5.5 5.4 - 3.0 2570 - 2100 
Ft. Dodge 1 16.3 7.4 6.8 6.1 4.5 - 6.1 7.4 - 3.0 1070 - 1120 
2 15.2 6.2 5.2 5.5 4.5 - 5.2 6.2 - 3.8 1810 - 1750 
3 15.4 3.6 5.0 4.7 4.5 - 4.7 3.6 - 3.0 2530 - 2500 
w 
Douds 1 =16.7 8.5 6.4 6.2 4.5 - 6.2 8.5 - 3.0 1100 - 1300 00 
2 =16.l 7.3 6.5 6.2 4.5 - 6.0 7.3 - 3.0 1650 - 1500 
3 16.0 6.4 5.3 5.7 4.5 - 5.3 6.4 - 3.8 2350 - 2050 
Schildberg 1 =18.5 7.9 6.7 6.3 4.5 - 6.3 10.0 - 3.0 820 - 950 
2 17.3 7.4 7.0 5.9 4.5 - 5.9 7.4 - 3.0 1350 - 1400 
3 17.8 6.5 7.1 5~9 4.5 - 5.9 6.5 - 3.0 1950 - 1800 
Clarke 1 =17.1 8.5 > 7. 0 6.5 4.5 - 6.5 8.5 - 3.0 1000 - 1300 
2 =15.7 6.8 6.0 5.8 4.5 - 5.8 6.8 - 3.0 1700 - 1800 
3 15.6 6.2 6.0 5.6 4.5 - 5.6 6.2 - 3.0 2300 - 2000 
-------------------
TABLE 5.15.3 EVALUATION OF 3/8 INCH MIXES 
% % A.C. @ Marshall Stability 
Stone Grada- Min. Voids Range of % A.C. % Voids Corresponding to 
ti on V.M.A. @ Hveem Selected Corresponding to Range of % A.C. 
No. 4.5 Hor. % Range of % A.C. {lbs.) 
% P. S. I. Voids 
A.C. = 60 = 3.0 
Cooney 1 16.7 9.2 6.3 6.3 4.5 - 6.3 9.2 - 3.0 1600 - 1700 
2 15.8 7.7 5.5 5.8 4.5 - 5.5 7.7 - 3.8 2550 - 2300 
3 15.8 8.2 5.5 5.8 4.5 - 5.5 8.2 - 3.8 3200 - 2750 
Ft. Dodge 1 19.0 10.4 5.5 6.9 4.5 - 5.5 10.4 - 7.4 1200 - 1150 
2 16.4 8.7 5.9 6.0 4.5 - 5.9 8.7 - 3.2 1900 - 1950 
3 15.6 6.9 5.2 5.5 4.5 - 5.2 6.9 - 3.7 2800 - 2800 
Douds 1 =20.2 12 .o 5.0 =7.7 4.5 5.0 12.0 10.l 950 950 w - - - \.0 
2 18.5 10.2 5.9 =6.8 4.5 - 5.9 10.2 - 5.5 1900 - 1950 
3 18.0 9.6 5.8 =6.6 4.5 - 5.8 9.6 - 5.2 2350 - 2500 
Schildberg 1 22.7 13.9 6.0 =8.5 4.5 - 6.0 13.9 - 10.4 800 - 750 
2 22.0 13.6 7.7 =8.2 4.5 - 7.7 13.6 - 5.0 1400 - 1200 
3 21.4 13.4 7.8 ~8.0 4.5 - 7.8 13.4 - 3.7 1850 - 1650 
Clarke 1 20.7 12.0 5.7 7.9 4.5 - 5.7 12.0 - 8.9 950 - 950 
2 =18.3 10.4 6.1 6.6 4.5 - 6.1 10.4 - 5.3 2050 - 1550 





















for all mixes and stones·used in this study for 3/4 and 
3/8 inch mixes respectively. It must be kept in mind 
that all stones used in this study were low absorptive 
stones whose water absorption is less than one per cent. 
5.15.2 Air Voids 
The ranges of per cent air voids selected from Table 
5.15.2 and Table 5.15.3 of all mixes have been compared 
as shown in Fig. 5.15 for both 3/4 and 3/8 inch mixes. 
It is suggested that the most suitable range of per cent 
air voids should be 3 to 9 and 4 to 12 for 3/4 and 3/8 inch 
mixes respectively. Within the ranges selected, 4 to 6 
and 5 to 7 per cent air voids are the most effective for 
all the mixes of 3/4 and 3/8 inch mixes respectively. 
The most suitable range of air voids obtained from 
this study for 3/4 and 3/8 inch mixes are in substantial 
agreement with the present (Table 5.15.1). Hence, no com-
ment will be made for the modification of our present 
specifications. 
5.15.3 Stability 
According to the evaluation of the mix which is based 
on the assumption that Hveem Horizontal pressure is less 
than 60 p.s.i.; within the range of per cent asphalt 
selected Marshall stability is varied widely due to the 
effect of aggregate gradation in the mixes. The mixes of 
Gradations 2 and 3 are suitable for all traffic conditions 
because Marshall Stability is higher than 1200 lbs. which 
is a minimum requirement for heavy duty traffic with the 
flow range of 8 to 16. The mix of gradation 1 sometimes 
has low Marshall stability and the mix cannot be used to 
-------~--------~--/ 
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serve heavy duty traffic even though the Hveem Stability 
meets the requirements of the specification. 
To insure that we have the best pavement, we possibly 
need a specification for Marshall Stability in addition 
to Hveem stability. 
SUMMARY 
1. Asphalt absorption calculated by using the 
I.S.H.C's Effective Specific Gravity is a good working 
average which can be used effectively for the mixes employ-
ing relatively low absorptive stone. 
2. Good correlations were found between the following 
properties: 
o Air voids calculated from Measured Bulk Specific 
Gravity of aggregate and air voids determined by high 
pressure air meter. 
o Calculated air voids from Calculated Bulk Specific 
Gravity and Measured Bulk Specific Gravity of aggregates. 
o Air voids obtained from undisturbed and disturbed 
(Hveem) specimens by high pressure air meter. 
o Air voids calculated from Measured Bulk Specific 
Gravity of aggregates and air voids obtained from disturbed 
(Hveem) specimens by high pressure air meter. 
o Maximum Theoretical Specific Gravity of compacted 
mixtures calculated from the I.S.H.C's Effective Specific 
Gravity of aggregates and those determined by high pressure 
air meter. 
o Maximum Theoretical Specific Gravity of compacted 
mixtures obtained from undisturbed and disturbed specimens 





















o Maximum Theoretical Specific Gravity of compacted 
mixtures calculated from the I.S.H.C's Effective Specific 
Gravity of aggregate and those obtained from undisturbed 
specimens by high pressure air meter. 
3. The relative surface area of aggregate is a 
sufficiently sensitive indicator to reflect the variation 
in aggregate gradations used in this study. 
4. No large difference in the Hveem Stability Test was 
noticed as the aggregate gradation changes in this study 
varied. 
5. The greater the density of the mixture, the more 
the sensitivity of stability tests will be noticed. 
6. V.M.A. in mixes is reflected directly in the Marshall 
Stability Test. 
7. The higher density mixes gave higher Marshall 
Stability consistently but were not consistent for Hveem 
Stability. 
8. No direct correlation in the changes in mixes used 
in this study can be found between the Hveem and the 
Marshall Stability. 
9. V.M.A. in 3/8 inch mixes are higher than those in 
3/4 inch mixes. 
10. At the- same asphalt content, the 3/8 inch mixes had 
a higher void content than the 3/4 inch mixes. 
11. There is no large difference between 3/4 and 3/8 
inch mixes as far as the stability, both Marshall and Hveem, 
is concerned. 
12. Increase of the compactive effort apparently causes 
an increase in the density and the Marshall Stability of 






















13. The range of air voids is recommended to be 3 to 9 
and 4 to 12 per cent for 3/4 and 3/8 inch mixes respectively. 
14. In addition to the Hveem stability requirement, the 
Marshall stability appears to be a good verification in 
design studies. 
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To prove that : .Al ac = CL 
Gb 
1 ) . '6 ac. 100 
Gv 
Fig. 
Where .A!ac = Asphalt Absorption in lbs/LOO lbs 
of aggregates. 
Gb = Bulk Sp. Gr. of Aggregates. 
Gv = Effective Sp. Gr. of Aggregates. 
tac = Asphalt Sp. Gr. 
~...,....,......,,,............,.. .......... , ,~=Hae 
!.• ,1 
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1sdiici -'/ I 
Va_g !I I Wo3 
: · A
1
gg':deg,ate I · /. /. ,/ ·, 1 
-~--_.._+_ ..___  ____:./-"---'/ '--,' _' -~--1 _J_ 
Graphical Representation of an Aggregate Particle. 
Since: Bulk Sp. Gr. of Aggregate (Gb) 
Apparent Sp. Gr. of Aggregate (Ga) = Wag 
Vag 
or = Wag 
Vt 




Where Wag = Dry Weight of Aggregate 
Vag = Solid volume of aggregate 
Vt = Total volume of aggregate 
-
-
Wac = Weight of asphalt absorbed 
Vac = Volume of asphalt absorbed 
































Vv = Voids which are not absorbed by asphalt 
Since M.. ac = Wac .100 
Wag 
Then ...ll ac = ~ac . Vac .100 
Wag 
= oac. Vac. Wag. Vt. (Vt - Vac) .100 
Vt. (Vt - Vac) Wag. Wag. 
= o ac. [Vt - (Vt Vac )] Wag. 1 . 100 
Vt.(vt - Vac) Wag/vt·Wag/Vt _ Vac 
= iacl( Wag - Wag] . ( 1 .100 
UVt-Vac) Vt J Wag/vt) . (Wag/vt-Vac) 
= ~ac. ( Gv - Gb) . 1 
-~-- .100 Gv. Gb. 





















To prove that the method of calculation for the effective 
Specific Gravity of aggregate in compacted paving mixtures by the 
I.S.H.C. implies that approximately fifty per cent of the water 
permeable voids pore space is absorbed by asphalt. 
According to A.S.T.M. C 127-59 (AASHO T85-60) 
Bulk Sp. Gr. of aggregate (Gb) = A (1) 
B-C 
Bulk Sp. Gr. (Saturated Surface-Dry Basis) (Gbs) = B (2) 
B-C 
Apparent Sp. Gr. (Ga) = A 
A-C 
and Per Cent of water absorption (aw) = B-A . 100 
A 
Where: A = weight in grams of oven dry aggregate, in 
B = weight in grams of saturated surf ace-dry 
aggregate, in air 
c = weight in grams of saturated surf ace-dry 
aggregates, in water 
From (1) 1 = B-C 
Gb A 
{5) 
From (2) L = A-C 
Ga A 
(6) 
(5)-(6) 1 1 = B-C A-C = B-A 
Gb Ga A A A 
Then: -4w = (1 1 ) . 100 
Gb -Ga 
(7) 

























Since, the effective Specific Gravity of aggregate is 
assumed to be an average of Bulk and Apparent Specific Gravity 
of aggregate, i.e. 
Gv = 1/2 (Ga + Gb) 
Substituting Gv in (8) 
then, 
Mac = 1 
Gb 
2 • tac. 100 
(Ga + Gb) 
Dividing (9) by (7) 
A.lac = Ga . '6 ac 























The Iowa State Highway Commission's Method for determination of 
Specific Gravity and absorption of aggregates. 
I Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse Aggregate 
A. Scope 
This method of test covers the procedure for determining 
the specific gravity and absorption of coarse aggregate by 
the pycnometer method. 
B. Apparatus 
1. Two quart pycnometer (Mason jar). 
2. A constant temperature water bath capable of 
maintaining a temperature of 72 + 1°F. 
3. A balance having a capacity of 5000 grams and 
sensitive to 0.5 gram. 
4. Drying table with overhead electric fan. 
5. Ventilated oven capable of maintaining a temper-
ature between 212 and 230°F. 
6. Absorbent cloth. 
7. Compressed air. 
8. 6 quart pans. 
C. Sample 
A sample of at least 2.1 kg. of the aggregate shall be 
reconstituted for testing. The sample as received is 
separated into its individual sizes using the inch, 3/4, 
1/2, 3/8 and No. 4 sieves. All of the material passing the 
No. 4 sieve shall be discarded. The sample is then recon-





















gradation of the material as received. 
D. Test Procedure 
1. After thoroughly washing the sample to remove dust or 
other coatings from the surfaces of the particles, immerse 
it in water for a period of not less than 16 hours. Remove 
the sample from the water, rewash it and then roll it in a 
large absorbent cloth. Place on the drying table and dry 
to a saturated surface dry condition, stirring and turning 
the particles so they will dry evenly. The weight of the 
sample in the saturated surface-dry condition shall then be 
obtained and recorded. This and all subsequent weights shall 
be determined to the nearest 0.5 gram. 
Note: As coarse aggregates approach the saturated 
surface dry condition there is ordinarily a rather 
definite change in the appearance of the particles. 
The glossy wet appearance changes to a dull finish with 
less luster, but the outer surfaces of the particles 
are dry and the inner portions are completely saturated. 
2. Place the sample in a previously calibrated two-
quart pycnometer containing about 2 inches of water in the 
bottom. Nearly fill the jar using water from the constant 
temperature bath. Rinse the jar top and the pyc top and 
screw the pyc top onto the jar tightly enough so that it 
will not leak when the pyc is filled with water. Roll the 
pyc to remove all of the air. Refill with water and repeat 
the rolling until all of the air is released. Place the 
constant temperature tank until it reaches a constant temper-





















3. Remove the jar from ·the tank and using compressed 
air blow all of the water from under the lip of the 
jar ring and with an absorbent cloth dry the exterior 
surface of the pyc. Then weigh and record the weight 
of the pyc, plus the weight of the sample plus enough 
water at 72° to fill the pyc. 
4. Pour the sample from pycnometer into a previously 
tared six quart pan. Pour off excess water exercis-
ing care not to lose any particles. Place in oven 
for 16 hours or until dry. Remove from oven and 
record weight. 
E. Calculations 
See Specific Gravity Terms and Formulas Numbers 4 - 8 
as described in IV. 
II Specific Gravity and Absorption of Fine Aggregates 
A. Sc0pe 
This method of test covers the procedure for determining 
the specific gravity and absorption of fine aggregates. 
B. Apparatus 
1. One quart pycnometer (Mason jar with glass pyc top). 
2. Constant temperature water bath capable of maintaining 
72 + 1 degree F. 
3. A balance having a capacity of 5000 grams and sensitive 
to 0.5 gram. 
4. Drying table with overhead electric fan. 
5. Ventilated oven capable of maintaining a temperature 
between 212 and 230 degrees F. 






















7. Six quart pans. 
8. Compressed air. 
9. Spatula. 
10. Absorbent cloth. 
Sample 
- 53 -
A representative sample of at least 1.1 kg. of the 
aggregate shall be obtained by quartering. 
Test Procedure 
1. Keep the sample covered with water for not less than 
16 hours. Pour off the excess water being careful not to 
lose any of the sample. Place the sample in a six quart 
pan and put on a hot plate. Care should be taken not to 
over dry the sample. Heat only enough to remove the excess 
free moisture. Stir sample while drying until it stops 
tracking in the bottom of the pan, then empty it on the 
drying table and dry to a saturated surface dry condition. 
Stir and mix the sample while drying to permit it to dry 
evenly. A spatula will be used to determine when the 
saturated surface dry condition has been reached. (The fine 
particles will not adhere to the spatula when it is S.S.Dry). 
Obtain and record the weight of the saturated surface 
dry sample. This and all subsequent weights shall be deter-
mined to the nearest 0.5 gram. 
2. Place the sample in a previously calibrated one quart 
pycnometer which has about 2 inches of water in the bottom. 
Fill the jar nearly full of water (water from the constant 
temperature bath). Rinse the top of the jar and the pyc 
top and then screw pyc top onto the jar tightly enough to 





















it is not necessary to tighten pyc top to a predetermined 
calibration mark to obtain the same volume each time). Fill 
pyc jar with water and roll to remove the entrapped air. Fill 
with water and repeat until all of the air has been released. 
Place the jar and its contents in the constant temperature 
tank until it reaches a constant uniform temperature of 
72 + 1°F. 
3. Remove the jar from the tank and using compressed air 
blow all of the water from under the lip of the jar ring. 
With an absorbent cloth dry the exterior surface of the pyc. 
Obtain the weight of the pyc, plus the sample, plus enough 
water to fill the pyc. 
4. Pour sample from the pycnometer into a six quart pan. 
Pour off excess water from pan after sample has settled, being 
careful not to lose any of the sample. Place the sample in 
the oven for 16 hours or until completely dry. Remove from 
oven and weigh. 
E. Calculations 
See Specific Gravity Terms and Formulas Numbers 4 - 8 as 
described in IV. 
III Specific Gravity and Absorption of Combined Aggregates 
A. Scope 
This method covers the procedure for determining the 
specific gravity of combined aggregates by the pycnometer 
method. The method for determining the absorption of the 
combined aggregates is also covered. 
B. Apparatus 
1. Two quart pycnometer (Mason jar). 






















taining a temperature of 72 + 1°F. 
3. A balance having a capacity of 5000 grams and 
sensitive to 0.5 gram. 
4. Drying table with overhead electric fan. 
5. Ventilated oven capable of maintaining a tempera-
ture between 212 and 230°F. 
6. Aspirator 
7. Hot plate 
8. Four quart pans 
9. Six quart pans 
10. No. 8 sieve 
11. No. 200 sieve 
12. Seven quart stainless steel pan 
13. Compressed air 
14. Absorbent cloth 
15. Spatula 
C. Sample 
A representative sample of at least 1500 gram of the 
aggregate shall be obtained by quartering or by reconstituting 
(building-up) the sample for testing. 
D. Test Procedure 
1. Wash the sample on the No. 200 sieve saving all of 
the wash water. Split the sample on the No. 8 sieve. For 
the coarse portion (+ No. 8) follow procedure No. r as 
explained in Method of Test for Specific Gravity and Absorp-
tion of Coarse Aggregate, and for the -No. 8 to +No. 200 
material follow procedure No. TI described under Method of 






















2. Let the wash water stand undisturbed until all the 
-200 particles settle to the bottom of the 7 quart 
stainless steel pan. Siphon the water from the pan 
and put pan and sample in the oven to dry. 
3. Place the coarse and fine portions of the sample in 
a previously calibrated two quart pycnometer in which 
the dried -200 material has been placed (after obtain-
ing its weight). Cover material with water and place 
on the aspirator to remove any entrapped air. This 
procedure can be expedited by rolling the sample 
within the pycnometer. The jar is then filled nearly 
full of water. The top of the jar and the pyc top 
are rinsed with water. Screw the pyc top onto the 
jar tightly enough to form a seal so that it will not 
leak. Fill the jar with water and place it into the 
constant temperature water bath until a constant 
temperature of 72 + 1°F is otbained. 
5. Determine the total sample weight including fine, 
coarse (both saturated surface dry) and the -200 
portion (oven dried). 
6. Pour sample from pycnometer into a previously tared 
6 quart pan. Let stand until all the particles 
settle to the bottom. Siphon the water from the pan 
exercising care not to lose any of the sample parti-
cles. Place sample in the oven for 16 hours or until 
dry. Remove from oven and weigh and record weight. 
7. Calculations 
See "Specific Gravity Terms and Formulas" Numbers 





















IV Specific Gravity Terms and Formulas 
1. Specific gravity is defined "The ratio of the weight of a 
given volume of a substance to the weight of an equal volume 
of another substance which is taken as the standard". Water 
at 72°F is the standard substance for determining the speci-
fie gravity of aggregates. 
2. Pycnometer - A container of constant volume generally a one, 
two, or four quart Mason fruit jar with the top ground flat. 
A glass top which is ground smooth so that it will form a 
tight seal with the top of the jar when placed together and 
tightened with a.metal jar ring. The pyc top has an opening 
to add water. 
3. P = Weight in grams of the pycnometer full of water at 72°F. 
S = Weight in grams of sample in moisture condition required. 
W = Weight of sample used plus weight of pycnometer plus 
weight of enough water at 72°F to fill the pycnometer (all in 
grams). 
4. Bulk Specific Gravity (Saturated Surface Dry) 
S = saturated surface dry weight 
P+S-W saturated surface dry volume 
S in both numerator and denominator is the weight of the sample 
in a saturated surface dry condition. 





P+S-W Saturated Surface Dry Volume 
S in numerator is oven dry weight of sample. 
S in denominator is saturated surface dry weight of sample. 
This specific gravity is generally calculated when the saturated 
surface dry bulk specific gravity and absorption of the aggre-




























S in both numerator and denominator is the weight of 
the sample in an oven dry condition. 
This specific gravity is also easily calculated when 
the saturated surface dry bulk specific gravity and the 
absorption of the aggregate are known. 
7 • Dry Absorption = Saturated Surface dry weight - oven dry weightx 100 
Oven dry weight 
8. Saturated Surface Dry Absorption 
9. 
= Saturated surface dry weight - oven dry weight x 100 Saturated Surface dry weight 
Dry Volume = Saturated surface dry volume -
(Saturated surface dry weight - oven dry weight) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TABLE 1 DESCRIPTION OF STONES WITH SOME CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS 
















@ Cooney Quarry 
SW 1/4 16-96-6 • 
Allamakee County 
Particle Description 
Subangular, gray, dense to earthy, fine to 
medium grained, equidimensional calcite. 
Some of the particles are spotted with 
flaskes of clear calcite. 
Ft. Dodge Limeston• Angular to subangular, light to dark gray, 
@Ft. Dodge Mine ; equidimensional to flat, oolitic to fine 
SW 1/4 23,24-89-1 grained, dense, calcite. Particles are 
29, Webster Co. bounded by clean semi-flat surfaces or by 
dark, pitted stylolitic seams. Many 
Douds Stone Co. 
@ Wilson Quarry 
NW 1/4 11-74-8, 
Washington Co. 
particles spotted with clear calcite. 
Angular, brownish-gray, dense, fine grained, 
non~~ossiliferous calcite. Particles are 
bounded by clean conchoidal surfaces or by 
dark and pitted stylolitic seams. Most of 
1 
the particles are equidimensional but a few 




Co., @ Menlo Quarr:-i 
SE 1/4 17-77-31 
Adair County 
Angular to sub-rounded, brown to gray, dense 
to earthy, fine grained, equidimensional to 
elongate calcite. The dense particles are 
bounded by clean conchoidal to flat surfaces 
Most of the particles contain fossils which 
have been replaced by coarse grained, clear 
calcite. 
AAT7-1252 Clark Limestone Co 
@ Lo9an Quarry 
Angular, gray, equidimensional, dense, fine 
grained calcite containing stringers of clea 
coarse grained calcite. Particles are bound 
ed by clean flat to sub-conchoidal surfaces. 
A few whole particles of dark gray chert are 
also present. 





Fine Med. Coar 
se 





16.4 1. 7 3.6 76.8 1.5 
Chemical Analysis 
.In- '% 
MgO: solu·- Loss 
Physical Analysis 
F&T--,.- ·Burr-- -wi!Eer 
Wear Loss Sp.Gr~ Absorp 
% % (S.S.D -tion * 
cao 
% lb'·~- --- ---~ f-----+------f-----i 29.4 4.3 2.635 l. 65 
53.8 1.6 27.81 0.7 2.653 0.80 
52.5 0.4 25.3 3.5 2.665 l.00 
51.3 1. 5 5.7 24.6 3.6 2.641 1. 06 
52.7 1. 3 42.5 25.4 5.7 2.668 0.65 
----·- ___________ _l_ I -------------------------·----'---~---'---~-~--~--~---~---~ 
REMARKS: Per cent Wear and F. & T. Loss are according to AASHO T-96 (Los Angeles Abrasion) and I.S.H.C. - 4100.08 
Method A of 1964 (Water-Alcohol Solution) respectively. 
*Samples of 0.45 Power Grading of apparently ideal centerline of specification (+No. 4 Sieve). 














































3/4in.-l/2 in AAT7-1256 
l/2in.-3/8 in 
3/8in.-No. 4 
















































Per cent Aooreoate (bv weioht) 
Grada_ion 1 Gradation 2 Gradation 3 
t3/4in.Mix 3/8in.Mix 3/4in.Mix 3/8in.Mix 3/4in.Mix 3/8in.Mix 
11.0 - 11.0 - 11.0 -
10.5 - 10.5 - 10.5 -
20.9 15.3 21.0 15.5 21.3 15.9 
7.3 19.7 8.0 19.5 15.2 22.7 
12.3 25.0 18.9 33.0 27.4 40.4 
4.0 4.2 3.2 3.4 1.5 2.2 
























































































































































TABLE .3 RESULTS OF SPECIFIC GRAVITY STUDY 
Aggregate Description of Particle 
Cooney Stone' 3/4" - 1/2" 





! 3/:~ = =~ 
i - #8 
i Gradation No. 1 - 3/4" Mix ' 
! 2 
3 
: Gradation No. 1 - 3/8" 
2 
3 
3/4" - 1/2" 
1/2" - 3/8" 
3/8" - #4 
#4 - #8 
-#8 
·Gradation No. 1 - 3/4" Mix 
2 
3 
Gradation No. 1 - 3/8" Mix 
2 
3 
3/4" - 1/2" 
1/2" - 3/8" 
3/8" - #4 
#4 - #8 
I -#8 
: Gradation No. l - 3/4" Mix 
2 
3 




Douds Stone 3/4" - 1/2" 
1/2" - 3/8" 
3/8" - #4 
#4 - #8 
-#8 I Grada~ion No. 1 - 3/4" 
2 
3 
f Grada~ion No. 
i 
! 
1 - 3/8" 
2 
3 
Clark Stone 3/4" - 1/2" 
1/2" - 3/8" 
3/8" - #4 
#4 - #8 
-#8 
I Grada~ion No. 1 - 3/4" Mix 
2 -
i 3 
I Gradation No. 1 - 3/8" Mix 
2 
3 
Sand (AAT8-9) '+ No. 8 
- No. 8 
Sand(AAT8-25)+ No. 8 and - No. 8 (comb.) 
Sand(AAT8-40) 
Bulk 
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*Calculated Bulk Sp. Gr. of Blended Aggregate= Pl+ P 2 + P2 + •·•·····•• 
pl/Gl + P2/G2 + P3/G3+ ..•.• 
Where P1 , P 2 , P 3 , 
Gl' G2' G3' 
Per cent by weight of individual 
aggregate in blended aggregate 
Bulk Sp. Gr. of individual aggregate 
corresponding to P1 , P2 , P 3 , .......•. 
J 
- - - - - - -· 
~'.Z..BLE 4 5;_· .. :.:..,·,:.:.Y OF 'i'EST PROPERTIES OF 3/4 INCH MIX OF COONEY 
Description of 
Test Properties 
Gr~dation l at 
Percent Asph(_llt 
6 6.5 4 






Gradation 3 at 
Percent Asphalt 
i 6 
_Avg._ ~~lk Sp. Gr___. g_f_Sp_e_c_:_~~~ 
_____Q_.;::~i-~y_o__f.._~p_ecimen, Pcf. 
Calc __ Max. _Theo. Sp •. Gr---(ISHC.)_ 
Max .• _ Sp. __ G.i:_._____!.b._i_r~~~g!:_ _~p~ 
:>.211 2.3001 .2.}~~ 2_._36_ 2_.J05_ 2.356; 2.378 2.366 2.329 2.303'2.393' 
1.1 1 .1. 1_4_~ • ..?·-11&.._~_141_._ .H.3.8: 147.0" 148.4 147 .. 6 14;;.3.14..8 .•. 7:14~._3 
7 
· '> l i. ~ ... 4-1J~~-i .• -4_£C --2....51~:. ;?~;_el:. 2~4-4.4j 2 ~:40-9 2 .. s.21 2 .. .483'. 2.447 
Max • ___ Sp • ___ Gr_ .. _ _(ij_y~ept- ~~_.J __ _ 
/:. 5 2? 
/.. ')05 
:>.4.I~ :/,_4_4{2.vc 2,_5_1-7:.2.4.76 2.4.40 2.392 2.534 2.5()1' 2.455 
2._4.6_~~._4_4_0,_2___._]_2~ _2__..._4_8_6: 2,.4.47. 2.420. 2 .. -393 2 .. 494. 2 .. ~7.l: 2 ... 430 
_Calc_._Asph •.. Abs._, __ %_g_f__Agg_.___ _0.39 ---=--==~----===--! .. __ .Q_ .. 24 q!'~-
_E_ffective_Asph:·, __ %_py~!_. ___ 1.G·1 4.65_ 1 5,65. :_6.!~ -~_._?_8 __ :_~_._?8 .. 5_._l~ __ 6_.,79_ )_.78 _4.7~- ;5,._}~ 
_Effe_ctiv_e Asph_,_, __ ~_by __ Vo_l_. __ ~.o. 10,4 .. !2.8 14.l. __ 8.5_ .l.0.9. 13,4.: 15.6 .. 8.5 ... ll.l. 13.4 
_V.o.l. ___ Occupied by_Agg •• '}{. _____ fl:?,5 ._82.6 i_1l3 .• 3 83 .• 5 83_.l .' .84.0 83.9 82.6 83.9 84.9 1 84.4 
.~o.ids __ in_Min~r_a_l __ ~gg_!•~---- 17.5_ 17.4 1 16 7 · l~ •. 5. l_§__L9. ___ !~.o __ l6.l_.,_J_]_.._4_ J .. _9_..._l ____ l_S.l __ ,lS.6 
.Vo.i_d_s_!'_illed Wj.th.1'!il'h~,_-~--- -l~._7_ 5~.~-i ;_~·:·~·: 85.5 .. 5.0._3_ :.E>8.l .. 83 •. 2 .. 89.7. 52.8 73.5 .. 85.9 
Cal~i.r_ Voids. __ l' ______ . 9.5 7_,_Q_.1__3_._9_ _2_,_4_ 8.4 5.1 2.7 1.8 7.6 4.0 . 2.2 
Air __ v_oids_(Air_Met"U~_ • .lJ_ JP. L __ J_._o_l_3.J.. '._ .2 • .lL _LlT~~==:;.~~;-U .. 8 •. L -~'_:;~~. 
1Air_V_9_i_c"!_? _{H~.17.e:~P-~·-"--- ~·~-: 6.7 I 3.5 1 LS __ }~~-~-~J_,_b.~-~ .. _!_.O -~~----3_._? __ !--~-~~---
1Hvecm_Hor. PSI @_400 Vert. PSI ·l4 I ~;=r-~; -!~~~~- .30_.c_4.!l_; __ QL.,_ll2 ___ 4_3._ __ 48 _87 
I Displacement, Turns 2,SR 2.90. ! 2 • .7.0 '2.55 .2.A.2..~..2~4.5_
1 _2....40_:.z.57_ 2._52_ __ 2.6.) ___ 2.55 .. 
H St b · 1. ' i I : . : 
_ ye.§'1 ___ .a i ,_l;y __________ .it. O . .3~.9_ i 3.4. 0 ;.29.~ .4~ __ 3!l..9-i_3L3-.26..6_ 42.2-_38.3 .. ; 23.8._ 
. Marshall Stability. lbs. r lc·)O __ lJ_n_: _l_:\2L' .. 132.L ~<_Q_2..9_. l.8Jll._.l21.3 n:u_ 2211.__l24L 
\flow:-ll~~~~j;~h -------, _9. 7 ___ 10.0 \ 10.0 '12.0 11.0 1 10.~L-12_,_Q_,_19_._~ ~l..Q.,L~_li.Q__ __ :U._2_ 
I I 
'~'.\i_-'.~,i-; ~ :~l:.·. ;: .. ~-[ Q1:' TEST PROPERTIES OF 3/4 INCH :-nx OF COONEY STOXE 
h'ITH 75 BLOWS MARSHALL COMPACTION 
Description of 
Test Properties 





_Avg. Bulk Sp. Gr_. of .. sp~c~en ).2'Jl 2.319
1 
2.37~ 
_ _D_~J]~ity_~f ~Pf'.?~!?~_z:, Pcf. J.n.q 1~_6._!)._14!i • .4. _ 
.Cale. _ _!.1ax. Theo. Sp.Gr_. _(ISHC)__ .~. ') l_ l _:? ~.11.i-2.._4___3_]'. _____ _ 
Max._ Sp. _G:::::. __ lA_ix_}~~t-~_r _SpLl_ :?,'Jl~ 2.~65. _?_.4_2_Jj ____ _ 
·Max. ___ Sp. Gr •... (Hy_~-~rri__Sp~_.J __ :i.'171 _2.A_J_~:_;?_._4!_6: ____ _ 
.~ale .• 11.sph. Abs_,:__,___% _ _oJ_ Agg...L..-_ o. 3~. --- 1 --- i 
E_ffective i\·sph. ':-%_by_~~-·---- 1.64 4._64 ~.64 
£:ffcctive Asp~ .• ___ % by_yo~_!__ __ f3.l 10._6 :_13.0 1 
_V_ol.. Occupied by Agg., % ___ :u.2_ 84_.4 __ _!:14.S 
Y:oids in ~1ineral_.[\gg._, "--- 111.8 15.6 i )S .•. ~_: 
Voi_c;1s Filled W:it_h ~.sp_h_._,~-- .;:~ . .2 ._f>7 .• ~ ! f13_,8_ 
8,7 '. .. 5.9_]__2._~ 
Air. Voids (Air :-:etcr_Sp~_.J_.1_%_ __<). l _
0 
__ -i_._7_~·---J• ~ · 
?1-_ir __ Y_C?~ds (IIve_E:ITI .~Pe_._)_, __ %___ ·z. 3 _]_. :z_ ; __ J._. s_ 
HVCC:71 :1or. PS:_I Q 40_q__~ert. PSI 
Displ~cemcnt, Tu_~l].S0 ______ 1 
;5 .4.7 ·- I 
!fJO .'. .2£7. _ 
61 
2.65_ 
lO. 2 3~.4 : 31_.8 
l_.)80 1667 J 1593 
Gradation 2 at 
Percent Asphalt 
I 
4 ! 6 
2.333: 2.390, 2.39f 
.Bo .. 6. 149.1: 1_49.4· 
-~~5~!J. 2 .• ~l!l~ 2.1_4_~, 
:2,.'i_l.2. _2.470 2.428" 
.. 2 •. 4-?..a· 2.450 ?.425 
.Q._24_, __ _ 
~.78 ... 4.78 ~,7~. 








14. 7. 15. 5 . 
'5.5 86 .. 5 
3.6 --~--2 __ 
3.2 1.4 
2 .4 _l. ~ 
_41_ . 4Q 69 .. 
.2.75_ .. 2.5.8 ... 2.6? .. 
-~!_._2 43.8 .. 28.4 __ 
2360 2607 . 1940 
fI_v~e=!L_Stabil i_t_y __ ·--------
_ !1._a_:;.~h~.1.1 Stabili~y_._J:_~-s~----· 
_l'_low,_.1(100 _i_l}<;h ·-··-----· 9. 3 , _7 ... .L.L.11...L _______ 10.0 ... _9 • .7 .. 1_4.;> _ _. 




146. 9 !~9 .§ j l~o_. L 
?.521_ 2_.483:.2.447 
J.516 2.467! 2.437 
2.490 .. ?..4_1~' ? .. 432 
o.~~- ! --
3.78 4.78 ,5,78 
8.6_ l_l. 2_ I 13.5 
84.8 86.0 ·. 84.8 
_15.2 14.0 '15.2 
56.6 J9.~ .88.9 
--~6___i,ll_, ..i~ 7 
6.4 2_.1 .. 1.3 
__ 5,_3_ 2.5 1.1 
44 4 7 97 
.i?() __ 2.63 .. 2.60 
40.0 38.3 21.0 
3543 2827 2027 
_n. 3 ___ 12.1 ... !.9.o 
- - - - - - - - - -
TABLE 5 SUMMARY OF TEST PROPERTIES OF 3/8 INCH MIX OF COONEY 
Description of 
Test Properties 
Gradation 1 at 
Percent Asphalt 
I 
4.5 I 5 6 I 
Gradation 2 at 
Percent Asphalt 
4.5 I 6 
STONE 
Grudation 3 at 
Percent Asph~lt 
4.5 I 6 I 
I i 
_Avg .. Dulk Sp. Gr. of_ specimen 2.25B _2 ._3.15j _?_._359 .2. 363 .£~3.0J' 2. 3481 2. 378. 2. 376 2. 307 1 2. 36312. 392 1 2. 3851 
_ Den;;~ty __ of _Sp"_c_j,rnen, pcf. 140.S:...!_~51146.~_147~5_143,_7j_l~E; .. 5:1~8.4: 148.3 144.0' ~47,~jl49-,3_•148,8 
I ' J I ' . . I ' I 
calc •. Max. Theo .. sp_Gr ___ (ISHC) 2 486 2 468 2 43<; 2 39] .2..A!19J_2 .. n.7,.2._44l'.2.406 2.5.15: 2.496
1
2.459'.2.423'! 
Max , __ Sp. ___ Gr ._LA_ii; __ Mg_t_~~--$p_g_L ~-oli!_i§_2; __ ~_4_~_i(_f_._1_0j b~_2J! _2~.4~3: 2 .450' 2.416 2. S24: 2.4_8312.439 '2.404 
Max ... SP. Gr_. __ (l}_v~eJ!l_Sp!>.J ___ .i..1§.11_2J-12<l 2.426! 2.393 _?_,3~~2.469 .. 2.429. 2_.407 2.508'._2.4?21.2.430:2.406 
.Cale .•. Asph .. Abs_.~_%_o.f'__Agg_.___ ..Q....!Ll_::..-:.__~~ . .L~:::.:c __ 9-,.]_2_, _____ - .. 5 .• 12_ :' 6. 85 40 .• 3149 . 4. 69 l, 5-.-7-0 '._6~. 7~0-.1 
.Effective Asph .• __ %_by_wt. ___ .4-34-:_oLBS.:.s .• 85.J _6.58 -~-21 .. !.4.]J. 
)'ffective Asph,_, __ %_by_5o_l_. __ __2..2_..'.__1Q.jl_;_u.~ ~ 15,1.. _2_d: 19.7 _13.2 15.8 9,4_ 10.7 113.2 115._5 I: 
Vol •.. occupied by Agg., % _____ Bl~3-~.82.._9_j_6_3.3; 82.9 _82.9: 84.0 84.2 83.3 82.4 -~;.-~-·:84.l 102.9 
v.o.ids_in Mineral_Agg_._. __ ~ ______ Hl 7 .JJ...L!.19 •. I.il_7,J 1_1_.l_J_~6_.0_ 15.l! ... 16.7 .. J..7 .• ? ... 16.1_:15.9 !11.1 I 
Voj.d_s_!'illed W_i.th Ase_h~·-"-- 50~_E_;_h?._[ _~2~ _91.~ ~~9- ;.6_6_._9 . f!3.5 . 94.6 53.4 66. 5 i 83.0 190.6 .~l.s_._)\_i_r__Voids. % _________ ~_!_2~<1J_3~_3_ i l,_4 __ l. • .L;_5_,.3 ..... 2.?.. _O~'L _88~.-62 ~--45:._~9_·1 _2. 7_ 01 •• 68. i-.ir __ yoids_{Ai_r_M.;?ter_~.E.~-~ 9.5 ! 6.9_J_ _ _]__._3_~--~-J- --~~}_. --~·..§.. .:-~~Q-: l .. t?_ ..... _ . 1 _l_ .. 9 ~i-~_Y.9_i_~s .. O~v.e_E:~ -~P~.=...L•.-"----___!!_~~-~.!'l_~--~4 __ ? .. ? _ _j ___ ~-~ .... ~1 -~-·} __ . ~--~. 4.1 i 1.6 0.8 
H','.eem_Hor .. PS~. @_.~00 Vert. PSI 55 I 49 .[ _ .~Q .. ;_~_3 __ _ _!I~_ j_?.~.. 42 45 89 I 
Di_spl~c~rncnt. __ 'I'.u~p.s ~Z,._!_~ ! 2.._ ~o -:- 2.__55 __ 1 _2....l.1_+2. .. s_o __ i_2._4_~ .~_._3_!3 __ ,_2. s_o ___ ] 2. 5_5 - I 
J-Iyg_~_~t.ab~~~!y__ _)_§_J_~~.~, ~~_._2 ,_2~.2- .1!_.Q_: 39.:4 .:.27.8 T.--~-~ 44.2_.41..0 .j23.3 1 








_Flow.__![l,_QQ_;,_n_c::.!>. lo.a 8.0 . 9.3 . 14.31~..J..9..Q_~..Q-;_l.!l,_3 ... J,Q.Li_lQ,_L__iM •. O_ '-----------'---------~-----~-~---·· .. J 
TABLE 7 SUY.MARY OF TEST PROPERTIES OF 3/8 INCH MIX OF COONEY 
WITH 75 BLOWS MARSHALL COMPACTION 
Description of 
Test Properties 
Gradation 1 at 
Percent Asphalt 
4.5 : 5.5 : 6.5 I 
I I 
Gradation 2 at 
Percent Asphalt 
I 
4.5 5.5 i 6.5 
... Avg._ Bulk Sp. Gr, _of_Spe_ciir.en 2.253'.2.J.U,2 •. 349: .2 •. J26;2.383·2.383· 
_D~n.~i~y- of .l?Pe~i!f1e!1, Pcf. 140.&.Q._1446_144 6'. ~ll].._~~.7 148.7 
Cale •. Max, Theo. Sp.Gr.._ (ISHC) _ _?_._1?~ 1 2.450 2.414 _2.49!L 2~59_.ii_~~ 
.'!Ox. Sp. Gr. _(l\ic~_Me'-er_:S!''hl_ ..2...500 .. 2.45.!L 2.421: _____ ;>.5_1) 2,~_6.6 2,429" 
• I . 
Max. __ sp. G=.- .. (Hv"eJ!l_Spe.)_ __ -~I:._2_ .. HL~il• ___ ).M.B:.2 .. 4n. 2.403 . 
Cale .• Asph. Abs_._, __ % _ _oj'_ Agg_~ _Q..__j_L_---===-~--==-="=-- ~----·- Q_..._32 ____ ::..=::_ 
Effective l\sph. , __ % by __ wt_. ____ 4,)_4_'-5~.l-~-.§~3!:>.__: _____ ~._21 __ ~,n_- 6.22 
~ffective i"".sph.,_% by_yo~--"--~ ~9~5 __ J_~_ • .9 __ ._!._4.S. __ 9_..5 ... _l_~.1 __ _14.:4 
.Vol. occupied by Agg .• % . ___ 8J,~l __ §~ • .§ ~-1!2 .8 
V_qids in Mineral f'.gg_~, -~------- _]JL_.L.l.l_~J} ~-l 
Voids __ Filled h'ith h?Ph. ·-~-- ..5!L....3._: b.9......0..: 84_.3 _. '.~) .. I _84.8 84.0 1_6-.,1__1_5_. 2 __ 16. o_ _ SB.3_ .7.9.6 90.0. 
-~?..~c;.~Air_ Voids, % ---------- ~-~4__ _ __1._~.7- _-2~--_l~J: .. _____ l.6 
Air _Voids_ (Air !-letcr __ ~~·lJ _ ___i__n_~-~-....Lb_: ____ J.Q_J__~_.6...Q_~ __ .3 ... 3 
_!1i:r: __ Y._o_ids (Hv_c~m_ __ Spe_.J_,_~-- --2...1_:_.2__._L~_l.6_ 7_.~ _ -·-~~f? 2_.3 _ 
Hvecm_Hor. PS~.@ 40_Q_'{__ert. P~ _ __5l_:_21._.. 85 _?2 ___ 1] ___ 29· 
Displ~cerncnt, Tu~n~-------- ~L_' __ 7_J_2 __ ... _2EH ____ l_~;?L __ ~~---f~2- __ 
Hve.cm_Stab~lity ------- .:la....L:_:i_~ •. 0 .. n.z ··--- :)__6~2 .... 40._!__ 34,5_ 
lli'!'.s!}all Stability, .. ~J:>s_. ___ ...J..l.2.L...2290..:2.ll.U_:_ ___ ..l.ll_ll_J..2.HL. HLlQ _ 
_i::.1g_~. _ _!.(100 _ inc;h _ ··------ ~~3 __ ~9~3~1~0~3~---•~9.~7 __ =1,0,.L_,.U. 7 __ _ 
STONE 
Gradation 3 at 
Percent Asphalt 
4.5 i 5.5 I 6.5 i 
' I ; 
2.333°2.402 i2.395 I 
145.6 .14'.J.JJ14.~.4-' 
2.515 2.478 :2.441: 
2.521 2.464 :2.428 
2.440 .2.449 12._418 
o •. 34. 
4.19 5.20 ;6.20 
9.5 12.l_ .. 14.4 
83.3 84.9 •83.7 
!~ .. 7 15.l 0 16.3 
56.9 80.l 86.3 
. .7.J ... -~·~- :i._9 
LS ... 2.5_., l.4 
_4_, 5. - -~-· 0 l. 0 
57 63 97 
.2,l~ 2,30 .. 2.18 
38. Q . 34. 0 . 24. l 
.:l.4.7.3 - -3.247 __ 2230 
_lQ •. 7 __ 12.7.. 17.7 
i 
-1 
- - - - - - - - -
TABLE 8 SUMMARY OF TEST PROPERTIES OF 3/4 INCH MIX OF FORT DODGE STONE 
Description of 
Test Properties 
Gradation l at 
Percent Asphalt 
Gradation 2 at 
Percent Aspha~t 
Gradation 3 at 
Percent Asphalt· 
4 I 5 6 16.S 4 I 5 I 6 4 I 5 l 6 
~Y9~1l!'~k SP· .Gr~_()_L~p~c_~e.n l~287l_2.318~.§_1,i_2.365 2.306!2.397_!~•~9_~1 _____ 2 •. ~~~ .? .• 4J~_ ... 4.d. 
Densi_ty __ o_!_~pecimen, Pcf. 142 71144 6f 147 31 IA.L6 ~.lil-1.:~--· ___ . ...li.L..9~ ..1.5..Q.J! 
..c:alc.. .Max •.. 'l'he"-sr-Gr-!ISHCL ..l.,SloJ.b4730ll6).b419 2. 514 i 2.4u4.44o_l.__ __ Ll.Q&.:~-4li.]:_?A.l{~· 
.Mlll<~S.P~9_r. (Air Meter S 0 e \ 7 <2sl 2 480; 2 44J..l.z..A.2..6. ~!.2....il2 '.2.4.42.'. __ ._ .z...sol2 • .<1.Q.~ 2.43~ 
.Max.J!l.._G_i;_ •. (Hveem s~_ • .l__ ~2 452! 2 42012 405 .2....4.1Ji.~4~42L_ , •n,' -' ... 41.L2-~3.~'. 
J:.alc...._Aoph. __ ~~of Aaa O ?Q I -- I -- o 26 i _Q,n_i__,,,, .. i __ ! 
_g_~fect.iye Asph·'-~-~_J>.Y...!!t_. ____ 3 73 i 4 74 i 5 75. i 6_~ ~Jl s 77 ....l...1.2 · I 
, I -r- . .'...~_a_2_ i .. S~ 8.0. I ---· _ 
EffE>50tiVE! .. As.p.!!_,__,_JL'Qy_y9l. 8 3 ilO 6 ,lJ •. 2_!1_.f.3 a•:,. n "-' I I 
-~ -'<.o..1-.,.......,,__...,,_,. -_8....1..;...ll....2-i . .13.-6 .. : -· ~. ..""pied_by_Agg., 1'. ___ .!!.LlL~fil..J_ !s3_4_ !l.L.L '.B.4.6 84. 7-;---_- 85 •. 4 i .86.6. ! 85.5 
,.Y.Q.i!!LilJ.llin~a.Ugg~ ._y, ___ 1~.IJ&..Lh~ !.2.....L..ill,.L._ls .3-:_ ___ µ4...tl.u.~I .H. •. 5 
.Y.oids F:i,_P_ed __ With_A!;p..h....J I 4s 3 I 52 7 j fil..Q_lB.6-..L .2QJ_ 01J..L.61...6._'. ____ _s9.~l_EIJ_j;_J3:i._8 
Cale. Air_yo~~·-1'. 8 9 6 3 _L.! . -1~_,3 8.3 ; 4 4 ' l _g__J_ s 9: 2.2 1 0.9 l 
~oig_s_(A,i,r_M.<!_t_.,r Spe.) 1' 9.5 I 6.4 I 3.2 ! 2...L. 8 a· I 4 3 . 1.9 . ·---.Ll..LL.9.t..i._OJ::::.~-~ 
Air Voids (H_veem Spe.). 1' 7.7 5 S , 2.4J...h.2_ _§,8 ! 3.2 I 1.3 1 5.7 ! 2._!_'~_h.!.J .. __ _ Hye~_H.Q,r.,._P§.Llii1'400 Vert. PSI 43 43 ,_4.EL!-2.1.. 46 : 58 I 77 i 33 ' 57 j 110 · ! 
Q!§placem.!f!.l'-• Turns 2 .55 k5.Q_ 2..5..Ll2..il._ 2 42 j2 33 12 33 i . -;~~12.-;~T~..il_L_~=-
Hveem St_aj:>j,!liL_ 42 O 
1
4? .2 13.'L..L!ll..5__~.J.5....e._+2.~-- AS.J_:L.J.6 .•. ~Ll.9.-L! ___ _ 
.Marshall .!>.tabi.!_i_!;y, lbs. 1n" 0 ,uQJ._11103 11140 '"" '11..lL 11653 --26l.LL.n.2ili!l4.0 L 
Flaw, 11".!.00 inch 8.3 I 7.3 i 7.3 i12.o B.7 : 8.7 !13.3 11.0-i 13.3: 17.0-! -
I 




Gradation 1 at 
Percent i\sphalt 
5 6 6.5 
Gradation 2 at Gradai.:. ion 3_ at 
Percent Asphalt Percent Asphalt 
4Jsl61 4 sl61:-
_,.,_vg, __ !!.<!J~.§p,_g~_t...§pecimen 2.2n 2.296 2.354 2,37Q 2.3_1.'1.,2.33912.3ssf- __ 2.311 2.376~~,396f-
oensitv of Specimen, Pcf. 141,~ 143.3 146.9 l<P,B 144. 1 l.'16.ol 14s!!t_ _ l.4!1.2. 148-3 U!!...S I 
CAlc......Hax-Theo •. Sp..Gr_..__(ISHCL 2.~u .2.41.2. 2.._4.4Q 2.42.9_ 2~52:zl;149o! 2..4 z...53.0, 2.4.92 ~55 [-,.,,_,.~ •. µ,. ••••• ·~.L '-"' '-'" >.o«f '-"' '·'"f'.~"I'-"'.-- ~n ,_.,, '-'"I ~l!...Jie_....fil:.._1Hvee'!!.._S~_,l__ 7--<!Jl2 2.445 2.42fi 2.409 2-48!1.2..43~2.419~--!2-.4.9ll...2.A6.S. 442 !:.!11<:......A~Ph Abs • % of Aqq~ o.iQ_ --=-' -:.-:-_ ·-=~--.9~32 I --- 1 --- I o 10 --- ---
Effec.!;!JLLA.l<Ph--'--'i..!>Y2!h__ 3.81_ 
1
4.82__/5.82 6.3.J_ 3_._1_~ _t4. ~;:-_i.;~_c ___ -~:;l__ ~~f~~--- '"~--~ 
Eff<.>_~ive_~p!!_,_._)l,_b.Y....Y_o_l_. __ 8..4___10..LllJ.3 14 • .6_ _a_5_1J.Q.9 _13.4-L_ ,_ a.a__..u.._3 13_9 _____ _ 
.llo-1 . ..-.Qc.c'1pi.e_<l_by.Agg., % _____ 82.0 :s2.o 183.2 ls3.3 .. flJ •. l. !02.9 83. 7 I 82.6 ... 84.0. 83.8_ 
,YQ.i..!!!!...i.'!_~iner~_Ug!L... ___ % ___ 1B.0_ 1
1
1e •. o 16.B )16_.7_ J,6_,_?_h.1.1 .16.3 ______ lL4.....l6._Q_ lG-2 __ 
_y9ids FilJ!'d IHt~h.,.,_% __ 4~. 7- .. 59_.4 79.2 ls7.4_. 5.0 •. l. 19) .. L 82-2 ~ --- 50.6 c10.1i.. 85.-2.. 






: __ jj.._Q_JI 'l-L._2_~-
Ai.LV:o.lmLlbj,_i;__~leJ;.e.!'_SE!h]_,_%_ .9 •. 7_ LJ .o 3.6 __ 1. 7 - B.L_ 5.6 __ 2.0 - -- _8_6._ -3.-9 -1..7 
~i_r Voids (Hveem Spe.), % B.4 1 6.3 _2.B \ 1.5 6.6 ~ 4.0 l.l.6 _7.3.._ J_J __ l.;~ I 
l!Y~~'!'_!IQ_r~_P~I __ @ .. 4.9_Q_Vert. PS_!_ 51 54 47 75 40_ 48_ I_ 54 45_ 55 75 ·1 ----
fils12~M~_e_l}b_'I'.\!!'.!'L _____ 2.47 .2.57 ;2.52 :2,42_ 2.5-5._,2.60_ r2.60 ' 2.68_ 2.57 i 2.63 ,-- . 
J!Yeem St_abiliJ;y___ 38.0 !35.3 ;39.S 28.2 4;1.0 138.5 [35.2 39..3 __ 34. 7 ! 26.5 
,_MaqJ:ia.l!_.sta.l:!i_li~y. __ !b_s •. _____ 1107_. 1013 11330 .12_7_3 __ 1873 '1440 11607 . 246.0.~197.LJ.s.0.7 
Flow, 1/100 l.'!C:!1_. ______ 10. 7 8.7 '10. 7_ f3.1. ~~.;-·\;:,-:13·.3-~--- .10 • .lj 12.0: 18.3 
- - - - - - - - - -
TABLE 9 SUMMARY OF TEST PROPERTIES OF 3/8 INCH MIX OE'. FORT DODGE STONE 
Description of 
Test Properties 
Gradation 1 at 
Percent Asphalt 
4.5 ! s.s 16.S I 
Gradatipn 2 at 
Percent'Asph~lt 




4.5 I s.o j 5.S 16.s 
lk f · ' 210' 2 1 1 1 i I ' ·1 · _.!'>vg~el,! ?P. _<:;,r~p ___ §P_~cunen b.2ll~~~-H~I--- .2...l.~£.3_f?.1_ 1 2~n.1~;- 2.341.,z.,3.'E.J2,_397 .2.396: ~sit;y_.£E_Specimen, Pcf. 140.5 142.1>145.3 142.6:147.7•148.3• 146.3•149.6 149.6 149.S I 
1 .h '"'~r.l'~\ .., ,..,..,.,.!.., ,,.,.,..,!.., A'l'l: .., c;;.nA].., "-&:.,712 431!. ----:--·1---;-··-----· .Ca c...Jl.ax._T eo..Sp..Gr._µ.>' I ,- ___ . 2...SlS_·,2-49.9-
1
2 • .480 ·2.443 
Max._Sp_GJ:.. (Air M!'gi;__Soe. l ? onoi 2 45912 431.: ___ .2 518 2 466 '2.432-'--- Z...S.0.1. :2 • .41.6 2.462. '2.425, 
I 
Max._s12._G_r_ •. _LH.~-!l~.J 2 459: 2 41412 395\ ~~~.4_0_8_' ___ i,493 !;!~-~._41_9_ ·2._!18 ! 
_Calc~Asph •. _Ab_i;_._._jLQE_l\gg_,___ n 1< · --- I --- I .Cl....l.Q_! --- '-=--=---' __ Q. .. lll __ !_-:.-=-_ _I_ . .,-:-"- :- -- .. , 
i_?_ffec;t;iye._Asph_._,_% by Wt. 4 35 ;s 36 !6 J& .... :-- ~4.L..6 41 1 4....3!1..A .... 8.4-!5....3.4_ '.6~H .. l 
!=.f.f.e.c:.1'.!oYi' _Aspl)_,_,_~J>Y.2'ol. 9 s i 11 9 ! 14.L'. __ --2..JLP.2.5-H.JL:---- ... 9.....9_;UJ_,l2..4 .. :14_.JL 
Lv.<>J..~oc.c.upied .by_Agg •• %. ___ 00 3 so 4 I s1 • .J .S.l...2....ieJ.5 83.0_ .. 83.L .• B.4. 7 .84. 2 83.l ! 
.Y.o.i!!s .•. i.n_Min.".i::a.~gg. 1' ' 0 7 ''a n 118 7 .la...5._JJ._6~.s___U.~--~:15 3 _1
1
1,!;,_B. '16 •. 7. 
_yo_i_c!s_~Jlled._W.l,t;h_l>§Eh. % 48.2 160.7 77.0 .. _2.l.,_Q_j75.8..Jl2,_!___: --~~~?-:73.9 lI.8~_5 __ .0s_,_6_ i 
; Cale. A_j,_r _ _yoi§.~, % 1n, 1 1 I 4 J _\ R.7 I 4 n 'i_l ___ --2....LL.!..L:~~L.:1~_9_ .... 1 
l.M.LV.o.icl~_(Aj._r_M~ter soe.l 1' 10.1 7.3 I 4.2 i 9.3· 4.1 2.3 ! ·--~...L!._b_? __ !_l_,l._ 
: !\_ii;__yE.~._(l!".".~...§1'.e.), % 8 3 S 7 i 2.11_! __ _§,9 3 1 i 1.3 6.0 i 2. 2 IJ 2.1 : 1.0 
· H~eem_lj<;>r~_P!li_(i;l 400 Vert. PSI <1 i 66 I 6.L ! 54 1 53 : 91 1 37 l 57 -- -~~--:-:-_-:··-
!li§.Ela~'!'.,!.l!:._Turns 2 43 I 2.38 !;.47 i 2.33 i2 37 12.so i -- ;-:~ Ji::!_s-:.-:_ji;33 -~~.:.:~ . 
· Hveem St;E-b_~liL_ 38 3 !33 O 13~--- 37 7 \3e....9..ln_._L!_ __ ~.!1. o ·HA._:-=---· 
·Marshall Sta~j..J~J:y, lbs* . .,.,.., : nA.., 11121 : ~nn !1s20 ! 2803 ;30~2450 .l.E!1.1 ... 
Flaw 1/100 inch Q n ! 11 7 I 11 7 R n I Q n i,, ' _2. 7 I 9 111 ·19 Q I I I I -~ - • 
TABLE 11 SUMMARY OF TEST PROPERTIES OF 3/8 INCH MIX OF DOUDS STONE 
Gradation l at Gradation 2 at Gradation 3 at 
Description of Percent Asphalt Percent Asphalt Percent Asphalt 
Test Properties 
1 
I 1 I 
1 
· 
4.5 i 5.5 I 6.5. 4.5 I s.s : 6.5 i 4.5 5.5 6.5 : 
_Avg._.Bulk Sp._ Gr_. __ o_f_Sp~cimen .2 .• ~1~_~22.~ . ..£.29~. ___ ~fulj ;!.324\ 2.362 2.27Bj 2.33112.367• 
__!?_~~~_ty_~-~-~P!!C~en, Pcf* 138 ~ 140.q--1Al.....__2 _____ .li.J..J.--1.45--0,-147..._4 __ 142 ... l!-1.45...5 L4J.7 
.calc...J!.ax __ Thea..sp_GJ:..._(LSHC.L ' <l<l ' 47,j ' A• 1 ...z....223[.2...4.!!S'-2....44-i._ __ ..2-5.23 .2...48512.448 
11ax._.sp. __ Gz;:._l!>.M_M~_t.l!£.S~..2...4.8.LI....ili..2...4l.l:._ __ ~-2..453' 2..4J.lll _____ .2-49si.2.46012.413· 
_Max.Jp._,:r_. __ (l!~!'!!LS.E!'_•J 2 A&.,: 2 411' 2 386 .2-.4f>SLL4~' .2.410:__. 2.45Jl.2 ... 4.31!2 405: 
' ~ ' ' . . I . - . ~~;~:-~~::\.~:-~~~~~~~ : :: ; < -:~ : ":~~ = ~~-'-~:;~~~~2 __ H- ~-:!~-:~~~~ ! ~~:~ ' 
.!'_~fect_ive Asph, ,_1' _by__'!o.l_. __ -9....5.i..l.l....2.il<l.3 : ·--- _9_9_; 12-4 .. 14.. 9 .. :. _ 9_7·-! .12..2 i 14 •. 7 
.Y.Pl-0.ccupied by .Agg., 1'. ___ -1.8...Ji.......1.J_;..1.9. 7 19-9 _! Bl.l 81.6 80.6 ' 81.6 I. 82 .0 
Y..Qi4~. in __ Mine.ral:_Agg_~_, _ _% 'l 1 A ·rn ., j----2.Q__,J_~-- ~a~_lS .. 4_ __ ~---- ...J.9 ..... 4.JJ.a..4 ! l8.0 
_V9_!.c!_s_Filled Wj,t_h __ ~_SJ2~,___'-! 44 4 Ls..z.....s_/ _J_o...._4_: __ ___ _ 4..9..-.3_:__6_5_6 __ 81-0 --------- 50.0 .. 66--3--: SL. 7 
Q_!.£.._}\i.r Voids •.. % 11.9 I 8.8 L_6,_0.: . __ . .!Cl_,£_ __ ~2_ ___ .],S ______ ~~.2 J 3.3 
Ai_r_V_oids_.(Air.Met.er_S~.l " 10.9. 7.9 I -4.8 ! 9.1: 5.3 2.4' 8.9 s:-2- ! i.9 
~_ir_y_~~_?s . (Hve_e"!_i[p_"..J_._1' ___ ~..L--6 ... 6..! _J...9_ _8. ] __ : _ _5.Jl .'. _.2=~-- =;:~-~~; . ~. ~. 
Hv_eem_Hor .. PS.!_ @_4.00 Vert. PSI 61 : 61 ! 59. ·---· _5L~ .. _;__7o~: .. ______ 5.5._ ! ss .. 1 78 _P.j._~~<;~me_ry~'---~U_!'flS 2 .40 : 2 .42 )...2.......4.J_~ ___ ~.J..L~--· ___ 2 .... 2_L:_2 .. ~J---! 2._~7 _; 
!W"..~l!'-~ta,b_ili.!;y_ .JJ..&.c..n..ll_ i.3.:L..EL __ .J.5....5..;.JZ-ZJ 28~L ___ 3.1 ... ~ 31 •. 2_, 27 .6 
Ji_a~s-~l! Stabili3, lbs. 996 . 960 ! 993 : 1920 ; 2040 ! i663 2377 · 2527 : 1993 
f_low,__!L~OO~ln~ -------~-~--~T~- _ill ... llL.9....J_~~-=-- =-9...G.lll.i.T~-~; .. 
' I 
- - - - - - - - -
TABLE IZ SUMMARY OF TEST PROPERTIES OF 3/8 INCH MIX OF SCHILDBERG STONE 
Description of 
Test Properties 
Gradation 1 at 
"Percent Asph~lt 
I I I 4.5 i 5.5 I 6.5 7.5 
Gradation 2 at 
Percent Asphalt. 
4.5 i5.5 16.5 7.5 
Gradation 3 at 
Percent Asphalt 
I I ! 
4.5 : 5.5. i 6.5 j 7.5 
' t I ' I I ' I 
_Avg. __ !Julk Sp. Gr, of'_Spe_ciJnen 2..lsa' 2.ll'lli i.2111 2._23§ 2 .•. n'!;.i.2011,2.23_9:2_.269 2.103 2.22012.256 '2.287 _Qe_n~ity_ ()_E ~p<:>_cimen. Pcf. l.J_4...1'.J.3.li._l'_DLI.lJ9.S 135..2' lJJ.1.\ 139 • .1~14.l.7 13~~2. iru.J!jl4.Q.._8_'142. ~­
.Ca.lc_."lax •. Thea. .Sp.Gr __ (ISac)_ ~~5071 2.4761 2.433! 2_Jfil! 2. 516 ~~dlll.i 2.442 i ~-~ 2. 521!2,483 i 2.446 2.411 
.Max._SJ>~GJ;.~~J,J;. __ Me.t.e_;'...sP.!hL-1.dJ!fil~g,~.bH.2.~ •. m £,525[..£.4}7' 2.4J~' 2._~a_6 ~;j!:1.~~4 l2.~14 :u19 
.Max. __ sp._ Gr_, __ JHve'"ll!._Sf>e .• J ___ ...z...A>.1J.2.-4 l 7 )...2.Jll~S L~Ul2..4~5. '.2. 397.J..~~9 2. 46.:i..' ~,,HJ .'£,3.99J-...367 
_Cale .• Asph ... Abs.~..%_o.L;.gg.___ .ll...Q.2._~=-1--==-.~- ~=.::.. 9~.0.1_L.=~..::.-... ::.7 _ _i__:-::-.:-_. Q.,.Ql!_i_ "."-:.-:. .. ! --.- I ---
..<;_ffe_s:tiye .Asph •• _%_.Py_w~ .... ___ 4dk.i.5A.£_L&..4~~.1L1f. .. <L.4.L'..?.'!l. 6AJ_!..1A.?_ 1A.L 1? .. 4.L i~.~} 11 .45 
J:.f_fe_cot;>oYe Asp!>,._i.;_by _ _lloh ___ .2....1....'..n • .s __ iJ.J..e .. : 16._L _9..d...~.U.Z ... :.-14.l .. ~ ~~-.5 .. 9..~--!H .• Ljl4.1 :1_6.~ 
Jlol-D.c;cupied .. by_Agg., % ___ 1.§&_~&...l.IJ..}: 7.7 •. 2 .. 1.1~9.. 1JL3 77.6 ;11.a 77 .•. 2 .. :10.0. !78.l 178.3 
.11.Qiqs_.in ... Min;>r.al __ A_gg.J_J' ___ LV 2 I ~J . .£. -~~..1..l ~:! .. & __ li,~_:2__2.-L .. 22.4_ ~-2,_2_ ~~-.. ~ .. ...11?-..Q _!21._9 21. 7 .Vo_i.c;!Lfilled_"!_~t!>.!\sel'!~·~--~.1J~_.§..Q...!!J71.l_ <!_Q~. :51.5_~.J. ~7<! • .J 41.2_.n..L..!§4-..4... '76.5 
_!;_ale. A_l,_r_ Voi_ds ._ % ---1..l.3..Ll.!l.....7_1..J!.-9. I . 6 ..§_ ..U • .?~!.l ..!L.._!!_. J._; i.1...... .llA._ 10. 3 \ 7 .8 I 5: { '. 
i>,.lr_voids_(Air_Me_te_r_$.E§'J.L....1L 13 . < 1 11 o f. J! .. .2. .. J.&..JL lh!L_lic!._L! ~~Q_: 5 ,g _ !2.....L.1 _9 J_ c~:s _i iX: 
~ir Voids_(l!Y.E~'!'....§.pe.), % 12.0 I 9.8 6,__4_LLl. lL_e _ _;_~.,,2. l....-6..:.£~}_,_!I_ 11~: 9.0 ! 6.0 i 3.4 
Hvee~_Hor._ PSJ @_400 Vert. PSI 52 ·r 58 '.6.J. ___ t_§L __ H_...'._li__L.._~7_,_~_ 3L[.i"i..~J.=5i"~:-57_·:. 
J:>t~2~!!.c .. ~ment_,_T1:1_rns 2.60 I 2.55 I ~c';.5-12.45 2,53 i2,50 ~~.<!.~~ ~2.'47 i?..11...._'~-
J!_veern S.t.a.bAH .. tr -~ •. L,_3!....L' 3.1...JL 1.L.!L.Ln~_; 3.>.~3_:.3.S_Q_ J.6 .. ...L.L3.1.J.~37...3_ .35~1 ~haU _s_t_~!:>.i_li_t;:; ... ~.!!..- 813 ! 120 L 1oo_L..zn__ 1387 I 1353 ri.233 : 1323 ,oo_L!_997 1129_;100()_~. 
.fl.~J_Og_ inc!h 7.3 i 8 0 L 9.3 !10.7 R 7 i "1 1 9 3 :11.0 JO 1 UJll>_.Q_ 11_2_._3_ __ 
I I ! I I i ' 




Gradation l at 
Percent Asphalt 
I 5 
Gradation 2 at 
Percent Asphalt 
4 ! 5 6 
I 
4 
Gradation 3 at 
Percent Asphalt 
6 
... Avg_'-:B_ulk Sp. Gr_. o_f_Sp_e_s~en ~.__;!§!l ... 2.3Q.OJ.1.J.4.?I---- h?.~:_2_,352:2._3_8§! ....... 2.303
1
2.372 2,3091' . 
_Q~~!,ty_of -~~"-'=!'"'·"-' Pcf, 141.1 143.5i 146,31---·· ..!.il...41 .!_4.§_.~\.!<1~-~i ·--·· 14]... ?. 11 .!~,_Q 1~2_,}_,_ ___ _ Calc_.Max •. Thea.Sp.Gr....._(ISHCj_ ~83~ 447: .2,519: ~...1!J.J .. }1_d45~--- 2.526 2.48812.451 ! 
U.!...L.4.1.Z .43_1_1 __ L~:_~.461 2.4_3.13: ..... i.5271i.4a~ ~.442 :-
Max,_sp. __ Qr_._.11:!.~tt'!l_.sP.e.•.l ___ 2.4841 2.451 2.4111 2.5051 2.466. 2.430 2.4eol2.472 I 2.430' 
.. Cale .... Asph •. Abs.~ _%_o_LAgg,__ ~ --- I ~ .Q....29 :-:~-::::~:"=-_-:.}= ~,i!_~C~:-::_ [_:=-~~1--~· . 
_Effe_ctivc .Asph. ,_% _py~_t_.___ ~A....L5 .• !lLL __ L.1.3-~5 .. 74 _'_5_.~-- ~Jll_;4..§!_ f 5_.8_1 I __ _ 
-~f_fect~ve Asp}1, .. ~ by_y:o_!_,_ _ _a~Cl...l!_~.l.J.3 .. ! . _ -6.....LJ.1 .. o.a_'_lJ.,3_~ __ .. a.Li..!1LQ...LP.5 I __ 
Jlol._Occup1ed by Agg., % ·-- Jl..L.?_J!h!_jJ!.2 ... 9' _!1_2._,J 1 84.0 84.3 ' 82. 7_ !,84.3 ,84,0 J 
_'[oid~_in Mineral_f<gg,,_% ___ 18.4: 17.91_!~----~1:_6_,,Q __ 15.~--- .!2:~_!_!?:2_ ~-6_.0_ ! 




!!1 . .1.: .... 
_!;_alc~A.~.r. Voids, % .. _. ________ 10.0: 7,1 ~ .. /-----~~-:-l:~J __ 8.8 [ 4.6 \--~-5 __ 
1
. ___ _ 
. Ai.r_V:oids .. _(Air_Mete.r_SE;>_.~ . _.1~---- . ....B-J...!._4...<1.....:...-1.....! I 8,8 I 4,5 2.1 
~~~~~!: .. ~(:~;~;~:-~~~~-~- PSI .....hQ_~ .. _:~~1=~ =!~~-: :~ 7 ~L~~L n -<:~~~z~r~~7~! ~. --~ .. !l..!.~E~~co~ment.__Tu_;!l!' o..! i~6~ .. !·-- 2 58 µ_..filLI 2.60 j__.£.2.Lµ,~!~.·2~i __ _ 
.I:Ive~t.a.J>ili,;y__ ...J..9.....2..~,1.J.6~1 '--- .;.4.'.3_.S 1 3.3 .• .L) ___ _il..!L.~4]:_._2_,_34._o_J ____ _ 
Ma;'.,shaU St;!bi_lity,..J:J?l'~- 1 : 4.9... 11731 1747 1703-:iaoo ; 2220 1 2253 1823 ! __ 
Flo.,, 1/1_09 inch .. _ , I ! ~...LL__ J..!. o 12 7 115.J..j __ 
I ! 
- - - - - - - - - -




Gradation l at 
Percent Asphalt 
6 7 4 
Gradation 2 at 
Percent Asphalt 
Gradation 3 at 
Percent Asphalt 
I 5 16 4 !5 
1
1 6 !1 
I I I 
Avg. Bulk Sp. Gr, of Specimen 2.23ll 2,259 2.2981 2.24812.265: 2.324: 2.348 2.211i 2.2eal2.336!2.333 
-_Dens_ity_ of sp..,~en,_~!.~- ~3~- ~.:J..ti::.Q~-:il~J.A;: l.4Jl.-;j'_'i5iJi~·s.~' JAM 14J: 1\..H~~!!.! 1~5.a' 1_45.6 
Calc __ Max. Tbea..Sp.Gr...._(ISHC 44-ii....b..<l.Q.,, 2.503!_2.466' 2.430, 2.395 .£~~nL? .. .1!l~: .. ?-.. 44? 2.4q 
Max, Sp._G~--(~l,_i; __ Me.t_eLsP~ ~~41Bl2.~0_ 2,511'...1_..<l.?2: 2_.'!_2.?' .. 2-.}'!.Q 2_._.2,2J.; .. 2,480i 2.424' 2.406 
Max. __ SP· .. Gr_._(H.V .. ~~l!l.Sp_e_.J___ ..2 1 ' ...L4ll.3~2~4JL2.4l6~2 •. l~ 2.'!77.'2~4_3!2A09.2.410 
! --- '~_:".':::.=__ __ ~L.=::.:....~~-=::-~.~-~- .9.~-~-~· --- : --- . 
_E_ffe.co_tive Asph. ,_%_by _Wt_.___ L...s...ai....l.6 .. aJ .. ~6.0....~4 • .BO .. :..s..eo...'...i;_.ai 3. •. 02 ! 4 • .83_ ! 5 ,83 : 6 .84 
_E:!'_fective Asph_,L.%.}>y_'fo_l_. __ ~..l.0......6.-'...u.o.! 15..A.._8...J_i_l0.6-...13.l.:lS.5 9_4 __ 10.L;l3.2 !15.5 
_'l.o.l.:..~ccupied by Agg_ •• %. ___ 80.~..L;J!!,l ! 81._4 _ _E!}. _ _,_~ !.el,3 82.5, 82.5 81.7 :al.4 102.2 ;81.3 
.Yo.ids .. in Miner_al .. f<_gg ..... ~--- ...19 6 : 19 5 j..lll~2.f.1a& _l.9.~_1,,8..2 .... 17 .5.:_u,s... l!),.J._._l!).6 .. , l}_.8 ; 18. 7 
voids Filled With As12.h., % I i.Ji.6...6..:.82.S_ <1.J....2... .. 5.6..Z_l.4S ... 6.a~6.... gs .. 9-.. 5.'!..5 .... !.14,2_ 82.9 .Cak.'-~ir Voids~··%-· -=--= ...ll..3 I 8,9 ! 5~9. 1 __ 3.....£. .!Q..L'._!l..L_ . .1,4_i_Ll!_ ....2......L'....l.<LL1,6.. 3. 2. 
-;ir_v ..oi~s~(Ait:.Met~i;-::;=,.l...._%_ 11.2 I 8.41 5.0 I 2.9 ·10.4 i 8.1 · 4.2 ! 1.9 10.3 : 7.-a_i 3.7 3.1 
f<.i~~d~ _(HV."_".Il\_§P_<d- % I .. 3_!_-~ .. 9.5.=~=.;:--~_;~:=~·l...hL. ·-~-.-;[_i~L: ~3,0 3,_3 
H"e~ll!_lj9r_._ PS_I __ @~_oo Vert. PSI l~l.SJ...:_6,5 __ ......41-1....5..s.._l...4.2..._, ... §.Q _ _ 49_ .. __ 4.8 __ ! 49 58 
D~se!!!c.e.inent,_Tl1~ns 2 55 ! 2.52 '.1.d!L:.2.65 ~&l....~-.1..L'..b..?...2- 2 45 ; 2,_3_51 __ ~ 2_._52 __ 2_._52. 
Hv;>.~!!LS .. t_abi.lliY. ~l9....2..!.J6...a..i.._Jll-..2... .il...J....;.34 . .8 ... ;.40.2..J.31 .. 6_ .4l.o_;_40 •. 5-i 38.6 ;33. 7 
Ma.rshaP,_S_t!'!_b_ili_;y.~s_.___ ' 3._~WL.. 80 . 980 Wl!Q.C_)&2.Q_ JQJJL;..lll.L_,_l,_7_2_0_,pop_ 
I I ' : ' ' 
. I 9 3 9 3 • io 9.3 i 14 • ..Q... J.Q.,L!J,Q. • .2..f1!-...L.U-.. 3. 
TABLE 15 SUMMARY OF TEST PROPERTIES OF 3/8 INCH MIX OF CLARK STONE 
Description of 
Test Properties 
Gradation l at 
Percent Asphalt 
4.5 I 5.5 I 6.51 
Gradation 2 at 
Percent Asphalt 
Gradation 3 at 
Percent Asphalt 
i I I 11 I 6 ! 
4.5 i 5.5 ! 6.5 ! 4.5 5.5 i .5 I 
_Avg._ Blllk Sp._Gr~ f>E .. SP'!_'Oill}!'.n }. 207i- 2.24lf2-~77i--- 2-.2_4_6! 2,i_a3_!-~·-3'!~: .. . 2. 24712_. 312 i 2. 362 ! 
_!?_~nsi_t;y_o_f _~~~en, Pcf. 137.7! 139.8 142 lr·-- ...liQ..._:t 1'!2..c5.lB6.l. __ .l4Q.2;14AJ;l4Z.4., 
calc_Max •. The.a..sp.Gr ___ (ISHC.)_ ' <031 2 4661 2 430: '<noi 2~·Nl .. 2.AJJ.:.. __ , 2.s.1e;2.4ao'2A43. 
Max .• _Sp._Gr . ....Jb_l,_i;_Met~_r __ Sne 1 2,48512 463 1 2 4.2A! .. 2. .. .5.Jl£i..2AS.8: 2.422. i_ -·- 2.515 '2.482 ! 2.425 ' _Max~S2 ..... Gr_._(H_veeI;1_Sp.e ... L_ ' • .,; ' 432! 2 Ja9r- ...L..!l.!I0~-430. 0 .2.408;. __ 2.45a.!2 • .n41.2.408 
Cale __ Asph. Abs,.L_,.._9.f..A_gg_.__ n n~ I -- ! --- I o 11 : --- ~-=-'·--- Q.o.a_L"'-=- ! -- 7 
.<:_ff.ectiv_e Asp!J ... ..:..% ... by_~t. 4 44 IS 45 '...6_4s_L_ ~..5.4.o_'.n_40_1 ___ 4_41._!5.43- 16.43 
_Ege_ct_iye Asp!>~"--~--by_1To_l_. __ L.2....s....'..1l....L'...14.J.J . __ __L6_..12.,.0_.l.4.6...'. .. ____ 9 •. 1 .. !12..2 .. !14.8 
, I . ' ' 
..YJ>l.-Occupied by Agg., % ____ ..211..£--1.!Lll ·~~4 ; ·--- ..a.o....o. '.ao.5 81. 7 79.6 -)Bl.o. ~81.9 
Voids in Mineral_!;gg~_. % 21.4 i 21.0120.6 i--- ]O.O : ],J_.2.._l_B,L~-·---- 4 .. _207·-· .. '!...5 __ ~ ... 61_.4~_:02 .. -.. 1!'.8181.,81 ... 
_V_o_i_sl_s..J.illed Wit.l!~!i!'h.,_~ 44,4 .56.7 .69,4 !_. __ ..1.!hO .... 'il...L...lJ.~ ... ---· .. 
Cale. f<_j.rvo~~·-" ·- 11 9 ! 9 7 I 6 • .3. ~- .. -- ~5....:......3~1 ; lO 7 ! 6 aJ.3 .. 3. 
Al_i::_Voids_.(Aii;_Met_e_r_S.!'e. \ "' 11 ' ; o n : ' n i ---· .io...A..J....L~.3...! .l.D..Lf...b...9..L..2.6 . 
!,_i_i:_IT.~i_~~-(Hv~"._m_§_pe.), % 1n ' ! 7.8 4. 7 )_ __ ~ 6.1 2.8 i 8~_, .. CL..; -~_._9 __ j 
Hye~.ll!_Hor. __ PS_I_ .. @ .. 400 Vert. PSI "' i <n .J..61._. !__ 52 I 57 i 62 ..;i_ ___ .61-j . .58 __ : 86 
D.i.~i;>l_!!c.e_ment,_Tqrns 2.75 \ 2~5 '..~Q.. .. \_ ~ila_~--- 2·iJJ--j2'22 __ ~~28 
_!ly_e~S_t_abil~ I I · i I 1 i 1 : M!!!':;h.a_l.~ _St;!bj._~i_t_y, _ _!l>_•~---~920 f 807 2040 r 1550 11660 _ ;~0 ~;;;~~~8;~ ~ 
~.!/l .. 00 in<oh 10.0 t 9 0 !10 3 ° n l>n n 'ln l l.l!.-O_iiO~J......'.12.L 
I I i I 
- - - - - - -
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FIG. 5 AGGREGATE GRADATION . CURVES OF !l/4 MIX OF STONE DOUDS 
FIG. 7 AGGREGATE GRADATION CURVES OF !l/4 MIX OF SCHILD.BERG STONE 
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FIG. 6 AGGREGATE GRADATION 
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GRAD A TIOH CHART 
HORIZONTAL SCALE REPRESENTS SIEVE S!ZC:S RAISED TO THE 0.4S POWER. "SIMPLIFIED PRACTICE'' SIZES INDICATED BY, 
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FIG. 11 EFFECT OF AGGREGATE GRADATIONS ON TEST PROPERTIES OF 3/4 INCH MIX 
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FIG. 1 2 EFFECT OF AGGREGATE GRADATIONS ON 
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FIG. 16 EFFECT OF AGGREGATE GRADATIONS ON 
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FIG. 17 EFFECT OF AGGREGATE GRADATIONS ON 
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FIG. 18 EFFECT OF AGGREGATE GRADATIONS ON 
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FIG. 19 EFFECT OF AGGREGATE GRADATIONS ON TEST PROPERTIES OF 314 INCH MIX 
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